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Abstract
The flavour changing neutral current ( FC N C ) decay induced by a Higgs boson 
in the standard model with three and four generations has been studied.
This process occurs first at one-loop order, where it has been calculated neglecting the 
mass of the outgoing quark. The possibility of producing the as yet undiscovered Higgs 
boson H by this decay has been considered. In particular we consider the decay of a 
fourth generation b' quark; the FCNC decay b'—> bH may dominate the charged current 
( CC ) decay modes if the b' mass is less than the top quark mass, for Higgs mass up 
to 60 Gev. The decay of the top quark, in the presence of a fourth generation, is also 
discussed.
1
INTRODUCTION
Rare decays due to flavour changing neutral currents have been a very useful
tool to:
1- search for unknown particles. For example the existence of the charm quark c is based 
upon the GIM mechanism which ensures the absence of flavour changing processes at 
the tree level [1].
2- constrain physical quantities such as quark masses and the Kobayashi-Maskawa 
(K-M) weak mixing matrix elements Vij[2J. For example the mass of the charm quark 
has been predicted from the strength of higher-order processes, see Gaillard [3]. The B 
decay which is a typical example of these decays determines five parameters of the 
standard model, namely the mass of the b and t- quarks, the relative sizes of two quark 
mixing angles ( Vbu and ) and the phase 5 which could be responsible of the CP 
violation [4,5]. It can yield also limits on the mass of the Higgs particle H (a point which 
we want to investigate) which the theory does not specify.
3- ruling out and testing some models beyond the standard model, for example simple 
extended technicolour models are ruled out as they give a larger rate for strangeness 
changing neutral current processes than observed experimentally [6], to search for 
multi-Higgs models, the FCNC could be a test for supersymmetric theories [7].
4- Though the products of such decays are known fermions, the rate of such processes 
depends on the properties of the virtual particles present in the appropriate loop 
diagrams. Thus they will provide a window to particles which are too heavy to be 
produced experimentally ( e.g. a fourth generation ). These rare decays appear quite 
sensitive to the eventual existence of a new interaction beyond the standard model 
needed to understand:
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i) the origin of masses, in other words to explain the spontaneous breakdown of
symmetry .
ii) the problem of the fermion generations or the flavour problem.
These facts explain why the FCNC rare decays have been studied extensively in recent 
years. However decays involving the Z boson have received more attention [7-23] than 
the ones induced by the H boson [24-26].
The first calculation of the flavour changing coupling of the Higgs to quarks was made 
by Ellis et al. in 1976 [31]. From this date until the beginning of this year all efforts have 
been focused on decays involving experimentally observed particles [24-36]. This is due 
partly to the conflicting results of Ellis et al. [31] and the one obtained in 1982 by Willey 
and Yu [24,25] and independently in 1983 by Grzadkowski and Krawczyk [26] and 
secondly to try to find a very light Higgs particle in K and B decays [29, 30, 35]. As far 
as processes involving heavier as yet unobserved quarks are concerned there were no 
available results until the beginning of this year 1989, after the long controversy about 
the value of the one loop flavour changing Higgs coupling had been resolved in favour 
of W illey-Yu and Grzadkowski-Krawczyk result using a novel method [34]. These 
results on heavier quarks are due to Eilam et al [37] and more recently, May 1989, by 
Krawczyk [38].
Eilam et al have treated the case of the decay of a member of the fourth family b', 
however the details of their calculation have not been released. Moreover the case of the 
top quark decay which fulfils the same conditions, i.e. heavy external quarks, has not 
received any attention by them.
Krawczyk in a very recent preprint [38] gives more details about the calculation of the 
flavour changing coupling both in three and four generations scheme. However his 
investigation has been concerned with the estimation o f the deviation from the low 
energy approximation in which the masses of the external particles are neglected 
compared to the mass of the W boson. Indeed there is no extension to the calculation of
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the branching ratio of the flavour changing process to a given semileptonic decay in 
order to have an idea whether the FCNC decay could be detected experimentally. To fill 
this gap, we adopt both the views of Eilam  et al. and o f Krawczyk, starting by 
recalculating the flavour changing couplings of the K and B decay and then extending 
our calculation to the T and B’ decays. We try to speculate, as done for the K and B 
decays, whether the T and B' could be a probe for the detection of the Higgs particle.
In chapter 1 we give a brief review of the standard model, concentrating on the 
key points of charged and neutral currents, the GIM mechanism and the Higgs mass.
In chapter 2 there is a recalculation of the coupling dj—> djH using the Feynman 
gauge, considering the case where the external quarks di? dj and the Higgs boson H are 
light compared to the mass of the W boson. There is no approximation made on the mass 
of the internal quark in the loop diagrams. We present the result of Ellis et al. and explain 
how their incorrect treatment of the trace anomaly led them to an over-suppressed flavour 
changing coupling.
At the end o f the chapter we show that the ongoing controversy about the definition of 
the y5 matrix in the framework of the dimensional regularisation scheme does not 
represent, as far as our case is concerned, a real problem.
Chapter 3 deals with the same calculation but to the next order of approximation, 
in the masses of the Higgs particle H and the ingoing quark dj. We thereby correct the 
result given in Grzadowski - Krawczyk [26]. The inconsistency of their results had 
already been noticed by Botella and Lim [27]: however no further details have been 
released. Next we extend our calculation and confirm our results using the unitary 
gauge. The chapter ends with a presentation of the calculation of the leading order result 
in an arbitrary gauge.
The flavour changing coupling in the case of the decay o f a heavy quark is 
considered in chapter 4. Formulae are presented for the case in which the mass of the
4
final state quark dj is neglected but the masses of the initial quark dj and the Higgs 
particle are treated exactly; these results are restricted to the kinematic regime in which 
the dj—» djH amplitude is real, the procedure for calculating the flavour changing decay 
branching ratio numerically is then explained.
In chapter 5 we present our numerical results for the flavour changing couplings 
and branching ratios. This is followed by a discussion of the results presented in this 
thesis, including a comparison with earlier published work.
The thesis ends with some appendices.
5
Chapterl
1.1 Review of the Standard Model
The standard model is a gauge theory based on SU(2) x U (l) invariance, where 
SU(2) is the group of weak isospin and U (l) is the group of weak hypercharge.
To give masses to particles, while preserving the renormalisability of the theory, a 
spontaneous breakdown of the above symmetry by the ground state is introduced 
( Higgs m echanism ); the ground state gets a vacuum expectation value by means of one 
doublet Higgs field.
Three families of quarks and leptons are assumed. Left-handed fermions form doublets, 
however the right-handed ones form singlets. There are no right-handed neutrinos. CP 
violation is thereby naturally explained and the GIM (Glashow-Iliopolous-Maiani) 
mechanism suppresses flavour changing transitions.
This model predicts the existence of three bosons W +, W" and Z, their masses turn out 
to be in perfect concordance with the experimental data.
The other remnant of the theory still waiting for confirmation is the Higgs particle.
The standard model has three distinct sectors:
1- the gauge-Higgs sector,
2- the fermion-gauge sector,
3- the fermion-Higgs sector.
1.1.1 The gauge-Higgs sector:
It is represented by the following Lagrangian
W here O  is the Higgs field, which leads to the breakdown o f the SU(2) x U (l) gauge 
symmetry to U (l)em.
_ J I  V [ I V
F , F are the SU(2) and U(l) fields strengths respectively with
a Y
f 1* v= a V  - a V  + ige w * V v ,
abc b c  ’
( 1 . 1  . 2 )
a a a
and
F ^ a V - a V . ( 1 . 1 . 3 )
D O is the SU(2) x U (l) covariant derivative given by
r
T Y
D 0 =  ( 3 - i g — W + ig '-J t ) 0 .  ( 1 . 1 . 4 )
n 2 v  2
and Y are respectively the fields associated with the W boson and the photon.aJX
Also g and g' are the SU(2) and U (l) coupling constants respectively. V(O) is the Higgs 
potential.
1.1.2 The fermion-gauge fields sector.
The gauge-fermion Lagrangian is given by
The sum runs over all fermions ( quarks and leptons ) in the theory, with D 'Pj is the 
covariant derivative of the i*  fermion given by
The left-handed components transform as an SU(2) doublet ( ta = xJ2, where xa are 
Pauli matrices ) while the right-handed components transform as SU(2) singlets ( ta=0).
( 1 . 1  . 5 )
( 1 . 1 . 6 )
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1.1.3 The fermion-Higgs sector:
In general mass terms in the Lagrangian come in the following way
L y . = - XU ( u. d . ),  Ou.0 - A? ( u. d. )T 4> d.D + i .  ( v . I ). <D1.d + h.c. ( 1 . 1 . 7 )
lukaw a y v 1 1 /  L jR  ij v 1 1 ' L  jR  ij  v 1 i 'L  jR  v '
Where i and j are family indices and are the Yukawa couplings.
The charged conjugate Higgs field <J> is defined by
0=  i x, O with 0 = —  ( v + H ,0 )T . ( 1 . 1 . 8 )
a/2
The vacuum expectation value of <E> is given by
« S >  = - ^ . ( 0 , 1 L .  ( 1 . 1 . 9 )
■12
Replacing O and d> by their values in ( eq 1.1.7) we obtain
L = - u., M°. u .„ - d.. M^d .  - 1, M? l.„ + h.c . ( 1 . 1 . 1 0 )
mass lL  ij  jR  iL  y  jR  iL i j j R  v
with
, ( f = { u , d , l ) ) .  ( 1 . 1 . 1 1 )
,J -12. 1J
However the mass matrices M are not necessarily diagonal or hermetian. To obtain 
physical masses we change to another basis called flavour basis where the fermion fields 
are replaced by
• C X X *  ( K 1 - 12)
to diagonalise M--:
8
( < ) +Mf ( < )  = Mfd.ag. ( 1 . 1 . 1 3 )
The Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix V is defined by
V = ( U “)+uJ- ( 1 . 1 . 1 4 )
'  / r  “ iL  UjR  H  + ....... ( 1 . 1 . 1 5 )
In addition to obtaining Lmass from we have also
L -  *
f t
The lagrangian of the interaction Higgs-Fermions and its relation to the problem of the 
flavour changing transition will be discussed in paragraph 1. 5.
1.2 Charged current and the flavour changing 
transitions
In the standard model, flavour decays proceeds exclusively via charged-current 
interaction which are mediated by the W+and W '  bosons.
These decays arise from the following part of the Lagrangian ( if  we consider just quarks 
f ie ld s ).
L =-£— ( w V  + w Y  ) , ( 1 . 2 . 1 )
cc 2-fi 
where
/  = ( Jy  = ( u , c . t ) / ( l - r 5) v ( s ) .  ( 1 . 2 . 2 )
is the charged current associated to W bosons.
V is the Kobayashi - Maskawa matrix. Its appearance in the expression for the charged
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currents leads to the flavour changing transition.
1.3 The neutral current and the flavour changing 
transitions
One of the features of the standard model is the absence of flavour changing 
neutral currents at the tree level.
This observation is due to the fact that both the third weak isospin current J3^ and the 
electromagnetic current are diagonal when expressed in the mass eigenstate basis ( or the 
flavour b a s is ).
Indeed the weak isospin currents are given by:
*  = Q j  ,  ^  • ( 1 . 3 . 1 )I* ( .1*2 \
Here Tj are SU(2) generators, and Q fL  are expressed in the weakeigenstate basis,
\ - Q )  ( f - 1,2, 3 ). d . 3.2)
Also Uj= u , u2 = c and u3= t, and df’ = Vfgdg with d l= d , d 2 = s an d d 3 = b; V is the 
K-M matrix. Hence
( 1 . 3 . 3 )
( 1 . 3 . 4 )
Using the unitarity of V, we have
.3 -
J = Q  Y — Q r
= — ( u Y u - d Y dr ) 
2 fL *l >  V
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which clearly is flavour diagonal. The same procedure could be followed to show that 
the electromagnetic current satisfies this property.
Hence neither the electromagnetic field Y nor the Z field could induce a flavour changing 
transition.
1.4 The neutral flavour changing transitions 
and naturalitv
Glashow and Weinberg [39] postulate that the absence of flavour changing 
neutral current ( FC N C ) is natural, which means that it is due to choice of the group and 
of its representation rather than to the parameters of the theory, see Gatto [40,41].
They find that in order that, in SU(2)* U (l) group, neutral currents conserve flavour, all 
quarks of the same helicity and charge must:
i) have the same T3 ( the third component of the weak isospin),
ii) have the same T,
iii) receive mass from a single Higgs ( i.e. same mass term in the Lagrangian).
The standard model, where the left handed quarks are in doublets and the right handed 
ones are in singlets, and the vector model of Glashow-Georgi where both left- and right- 
handed quarks are in doublets, satisfy the conditions i) and ii).
However the vector model does not respect the third one, indeed in this model the Higgs 
field could come in doublets and triplets, in other words in the vector model the Higgs 
particle mass comes from two terms in the Lagrangian.
1.5 The interaction Higgs-Fermion and the GIM 
mechanism
( Glashow - Iliopoulos - M aini)
The Lagrangian of interaction Higgs-quark is given by
72
l = - y  ( qLMqR + 3rm  qL) H ■ ( 1 • 5 • i )
where q and H are respectively the quark field and the Higgs field, v is the vacuum 
expectation value. The mass matrix M is arbitrary, not necessary diagonal or hermetian. 
We may diagonalise M the mass matrix by defining a new quark fields
\ = u lV V u rV  ( 1 - 5 -2)
Where Ul  and U r  are unitary matrices acting on the flavour index of the quarks.
^ r ' W ^ V r - <K 5 -3)
We can choose and Ur  (unitary) such that Ul MUr ’  ^ =M' is diagonal. So
L = -(q LM’qR + qRM’+q’ ) H.  ( 1 . 5 . 4 )
which shows that there is no off diagonal transition. This is represented in the Feynman 
diagram [ rules 4 and 5].
To obtain a flavour changing transition it is necessary to include the first order ( g3 
where g is the SU(2) constant) loop diagrams where the charged bosons (W+ and W ") 
and the charged unphysical Goldstone bosons ( O  + and O " )  are exchanged. A flavour 
changing transition is then induced if the quark mixing angles are nonzero.
1 2
At this stage we encounter a further suppression due to the GIM mechanism, which 
occurs as follows:
If qj and qj are external quarks with flavour i and j, q^ is the internal quark with flavour
k, then the contribution of q^ to the transition amplitude for (qj—>qjH) is
2 2
* m m
r  = V V { C + —k- [ C + C log —1H  +   } . ( 1 . 5 . 5 )
k kj k i l 0 2 1 2 5  2 1
m m
w w
Where C q  , , ........ are constants which are the object o f our investigation.
V is the Kobayashi- Maskawa matrix which is unitary.
The amplitude for the transition is equal to
r = X r k - ( 1 . 5 . 6 )
k a ll flavours
So summing over all internal flavours k will eliminate Cg since
X v ’ v  = Y v + V = (Vf v) = 8  = 0 ( because i*  j ). ( 1 . 5 . 7 )kj k i ~  jk  k i v ji ij
We will encounter this mechanism when calculating the contribution of diagrams E and 
H in the Feynman t' Hooft gauge and diagram E in the unitary gauge, see figure (1).
The most important feature of this mechanism is the elimination of divergences. Indeed 
we will encounter divergences in 1/e ( e —> 0 ) in the dimensional regularisation 
procedure which are independent of the mass of the internal quark, and hence cancelled. 
This suppression is responsible for the rarity of the s—>dH decay mode.
Another feature of the GIM mechanism is that the amplitude will depend on the quark 
mass squared differences. In other words the heaviest quark will be the one which 
contributes most.
Indeed from (1.5.5) we can write the amplitude as
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r  = y \  V . V . f(masses) .kj ki kk J
( 1 . 5 . 8 )
fCmasses)^ is some function of the masses which include the mass mk .
If we suppose all the masses mk for every k were equal, then f  (masses)k will be 
independent of k, so we may remove the subscript k and write
For off-diagonal transitions T will vanish.Thus the amplitude will only be non-vanishing 
if there are non-zero quark mass differences. Naively the amplitude of the transition will 
depend on A(mk2).
of the heaviest quark ( top quark in the case of K and B decays ). Thus the rate for this 
decay would be suppressed by the GIM mechanism unless m ^ is comparable to mw or 
exceeds it.
As the mass term in the Lagrangian violates the gauge symmetry, the 
electroweak theory begins as a theory with massless particles. To give masses to 
particles, a spontaneous symmetry breaking by the ground state is introduced. This 
mechanism is known as the Higgs mechanism.
Although this mechanism gives masses to all particles, in particular to the masses of the 
W  and Z bosons which turn out to be in good agreement with the experimental data, 
such a mechanism does not fix the mass of the Higgs boson.
In the minimal ( one Higgs doublet) standard model, the Higgs mass is given at tree 
level by
T = Amasses 1 ^ , V V = f(masses)5kj ki i ( 1 . 5 . 9 )
The decay amplitude would be proportional to ( mjc/M w)2 where k now is the flavour
1.6 The Higgs mass
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mH= JtXw ,
where v = (f2GF) 1/2 = 246 Gev ( 1 . 6 . 2 )
( 1 . 6 . 1 )
is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, and X is the quartic self interacting 
coupling constant which is an arbitrary parameter. GF is the Fermi constant.
There are a number of theoretical constraints on the mass of the Higgs:
1- Unitaritv.
From the requirement that the lowest order contributions to amplitudes such as 
H H—» HH, HH-» WW etc are small enough to satify partial wave unitarity constraints 
we have
For the deduction of this condition, see I. Hinchliffe [42].
2- Linde-Weinberg bound 143-441:
A lower bound on the Higgs mass _ 7 Gev based on arguments on the stability 
of the vacuum could be obtained. This result depends on neglecting the fermion masses 
compared to the Z and W boson masses in the framework of the standard model with 3 
generations.
If it turns out that the t-quark is heavy, which is quite likely ( indeed a lower limit of 60 
Gev is reported from the UA1 data, see Cline [45]) or a heavy fourth generation quark 
exists, this lower limit is no more valid.
If the mass of the top is around 80 Gev, the Higgs mass is not constrained at all by this
M n < 0 ( l T e v ) . ( 1 . 6 . 3 )
1 5
limit and could be arbitrarily small.
To determine the mass of the Higgs we have to investigate the complete spectrum from 
zero mass to 1 Tev when the standard model ceases to be a perturbative theory.
For more details for a light Higgs < 5 Gev, see [46-49], for a Higgs mass up to 1 Tev, 
see [47].
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Chapter 2
2.1 The study of the process dj—»dj+ H 
where d, is light 
Calculation of the coupling in the Fevnman gauge.
In this chapter we recalculate the flavour changing dj—>dj+ H in the Feynman 
gauge. This calculation has been already done [24-26]. The reason of this is that the 
previous evaluation of the coupling contradicts the one due to [31]. Our purpose was to 
investigate the problem. However when this work was undertaken a preprint due to [31] 
appeared (April 1988) which confirmed the result of [24-26].
In this process five masses are involved in this process: the masses of the ingoing and 
outgoing quarks i and j, the mass of the internal quark k, the mass of the W boson and 
finally the mass of the Higgs particle.
Keeping all five masses non zero leads to an algebraic explosion. However in certain 
cases, for example s—>d+H and b—>s+H, it is possible to neglect the mass of s, b, d 
and H compared to the mass of the W boson and the top quark see paragraphs 3.1 and 
3.2, however we do not make any approximation of the mass of the internal quark 
vis-a-vis the mass of the W boson.
2.1.1 Calculation scheme
The calculation proceeds as follows :
1) Using Feynman rules for propagators and vertices quoted in [ appendix A ] to find an 
analytical expression for the contribution of each diagram.
2) Integrals over the internal momentum are expressed in n dimensions [ appendix B ].
3) Using Dirac algebra in n dimension to simplify the expressions .
4) Applying Feynman parametrisation [ appendix C ].
5) Shifting the internal momentum to obtain formulae given in [appendix E ] .
6)Using Dirac equation both to the left and to the right with considering quarks on-shell.
1 7
7)Applying GIM mechanism for terms in the individual contribution which does not 
depend on the mass of the internal quark.
8)Making the limit n—>4.
The contribution of each diagram will be given in the following form
where Td denotes the flavour changing coupling for a given diagram d, R = (l-py5)/2 and
Uj and Uj are the external quarks fields.
2.1.2 Flavour-changing quark self-energv.
Diagram Al
The unrenorm alised self-energy and its renorm alisation are represented 
respectively  by (A 1)+(A2) and (A3) see figure (1). The unrenorm alised 
flavour-changing self energy receives contributions from loops with charged unphysical
Goldstone bosons 0 +, <X>“ (A l) and from loops with charged gauge bosons W (A2).
We denote the internal quark mass by mk, the masses of the external quarks by m{and
nij, using Feynman rules shown in [Appendix A], one obtains the contribution of 
diagram (A l) given by
The notation is given in [ appendix A ].
Both the summation over the internal flavour k and the integration over the internal 
momentum in n-dimensions ( dimensional regularisation ) are assumed implicitly in all 
our calculation.
M = u. T .R  u.d j d i ( 2 . 1  . 0 )
2
xu.(p)R iSp(p-k) [m.R-mjL] iSF(p) u(p-q)iDp(k). ( 2 . 1  .1 )
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By replacing the propagators by their expressions, using the properties of 'f' matrices 
and taking the external quarks on shell with nij=0, we obtain
Mai= “a,5! (p) r  !a1( f  + mi ) uj (p-q) ( 2 . 1 . 2 )
where
a Ai=4in^ ( r i -X -7 ^ — ) ,  ( 2 . 1 . 3 )
"  11 2mw 2 ^ m w
and
l - f A  W ____  ( 2 1 4 )
"  J <2*)' [k2-m^[(p-k)2-n^]
U sing Feynm an param etrisation, see [Appendix C], w ith A=k2-m w 2 and B=
(p-k)2-mk2, and neglecting the mass of the incoming quark compared to the mass of the
W  boson and the internal quark, we obtain 
l
f f dnk m. - { b - X )
' 2 2 I ' (2  K 5 )1 J (2% f [ ( k -1 )2- ]2
Where
1 = p (1 - x ), ( 2 . 1 . 6 )
and
R2 = m*[ (1 -xk)x + xk ], ( 2 . 1 . 7 )
with
2
x = _ L  ( 2 . 1 . 8 )
* 2 
m W
Next we shift k by 1
1 9
k - » k = k-1. ( 2 . 1 . 9 )
Iai becomes ( after dropping integrals with odd power in k )
g J (2tc) [k  - R T
Using the formula ( DI O), we obtain 
1 2
IaT  l~Y f dx ( ‘H + log4* - l o g \ )  [m -(p-l)] ( 2 . 1 . 1 1 )
16jc {  \iz
and using the Dirac equation to the right, we obtain
a
r Ai= ■ X c ij [ !  ' n  + log4,1" log" l F + 1 + . ( 2 . 1 . 1 2 )
n
where
16tc ( 2 - K 1 3 )
Following the same steps as before, we find that
M = a  u . (p)RI  A p  + m. )u (p-q), ( 2 .  1 . 14)
A2 A2 j A 2  1 1
with
-4j / 4g w  "U? \ it* it / *) i i r \
a A2“  m. ( 2/2  j
and
IA2= ( 2 - n ) f - % ------------------ -  - .  ( 2 . 1 . 1 6 )
•U2rc) [(p-k)-mk][k-mw]
It has the same Feynman parametrisation as IA1. However, after making the shift in k,
1 ^  turns out to be proportional to p which acting to the left, gives nij which has been
taken equal to zero by hypothesis.
Hence
2 0
r A2 ^
The same conclusion has been obtained by Chia [51].
(2 .  1 .17)
The unrenormalised contribution of diagram A is equal to the sum of T. and T •
A i  A 2
V  k 2 x logx
r A= - 2 , c ii [ 7 - ,' +los 4* - los ^  + 1 + J r - 7 j L ]- ( 2 . 1 . 1 8 )
k b \l L' \
A renormalisation is called for as a divergence appears in this self energy contribution. 
The couterterm is given by (A3).
All diagrams which we are going to calculate are unrenormalised. The study of the 
couterterms is relagated to a later discussion.
Piagram. 1L
Whereas diagram A is the contribution of the self-energy of the quark of mass 
mi5 diagram B is the contribution of the self-energy of quark of mass nij. However due 
to the fact that we have considered this mass as vanishing, diagram B has no 
contribution because the vertex quark-Higgs-quark Yukawa coupling then vanishes for 
the quark j.
Tb=0. ( 2 . 1 . 1 9 )
However, if one had not made this assumption, we would obtain the same expression 
as diagram A with slight modification; the masses of the quarks have to be interchanged 
and the left-handed projection is replaced by the right-handed one. A divergence will 
appear and (B3) is the term which renormalise the amplitude for the diagram B.
2.1.3 Flavour-changing vertex.
All the contributions to the unrenormalised off-diagonal proper vertex and the
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counterterm needed to renormalise it are shown in fig ( 1 ) .
The Z boson and the photon, which we have already seen can not induce a flavour 
transition, are absent from these diagrams.
Diagram C
Following the same steps as before, we find that
Mc = cul. (p+q)RIc u.(p), ( 2 . 1  .20)
where
2
m
a  = g 3— V*V , ' ( 2 . 1 . 2 1 )
c  6 m kj ki’ 
w
and
I =   . ( 2 .  1 . 22)
C J <2*1" . ..N2 _2m .2  _ 2 W/_ , _ 2 , ’
Using Feynman parametrisation and neglecting the momentum squared of the Higgs 
particle, we have
.^= 2 fdx f dy f d"£„ ***  ( 2 . 1 . 2 3 )V  J  J  J (2lt) (J - R )0 0 
where
l=p(l-x)-(p+q)y, ( 2 .  1 .24)
and
R2= m^((xk-lXx+y)+l]. (2  . 1 .25)
We have
4+2?= (l-2y ) ( ^ ) + ( l - 2x)0. ( 2 . 1  .26)
and using Dirac's equation both to the left and to the right
Uj(p+q) OH-4) = 0, ^ ( p )  = nijUjCp), (2 .  1 .27)
2 2
we obtain for the coupling r c=
k 0 0 
Performing both intgrations we obtain
r c =  - X  Cij[ ~ T logxk+ 2U ^ J  ■ I - ! 1' ( 2 . 1 . 2 9 )
k (l-xk) v  ^ (1-^ )
Diaeram D
The amplitude for this diagram is given by
Md = au^p+q)  R IDui(p) (2 . 1 .30 )
where
2
nf
a = —g3( )V*V . ( 2 . 1 . 3 1 )
D 4 2  kj ki  
mw
and
_ r d"k m.[((j(+^)^]-m^+2^
D J (2jt)n [(q+k)2-mk][k2-mk][(p-k)2- m^] ( 2 . 1  . 32)
Following the same procedure as before we find that the vertex VD -  ctplp is equal to
mf
Fd = 2 X  Cij J  dx J  dy ( \ '71' 2 + log4jC' log ~ T  " log((xk-l)(x+ y)+ l)
o o
“ k
(^-lKx+yHl
Terms in k2 in the numerator of ID give rise to divergences see appendix (D). 
Performing both integrations gives
( 2 . 1  .33)
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r D = - X ^ f  - 1-+ n -  log 47Z: + log ^  - - i -  logxk- - ^ r l o g x k
k  ^ ( l - \ )  ( l ' \ )
t ^ - H o g x ^ — ^ - r ------ ^ - ) .  ( 2 . 1 . 3 4 )
(1- x /  2(l-xk)2 2(l-xk)
A divergence appears in this amplitude, it has the same form as the one from diagram A 
but with an opposite sign.
D iag ram  E.
The amplitude for this diagram is
Mg= a^i.(p+q)RIEu.(p) (2 . 1 . 35)
where
a  = g3m V*V , (2 .  1 .36)
E 6  W  kj k i ’ v '
( 2 . 1  .37)
and
j = f _ A _____________t V ___________
E 1 (2it)“ [(p-k)2-mk][k2-m^][(k+q)2-m^]
Due to fact that in this case we have to apply GIM mechanism since there is no xk
dependance in a £, we will give more details about the procedure. Terms which do not 
depend on xk are suppressed
After making the Feynman parametrisation and performing a shift on k, we obtain 
I = 2 fdxfdy ________ , ( 2 . 1 . 3 8 )
E J j  - W  (k2-R2)3
where 1 is defined in diagram C , and R2 is given by
R2= m^[(l-xkXx+y)+xkl. ( 2 . 1 .39)
2 4
Then we have
1 l-x
L = 2 [dx [dy (— —^) ( 2 . 1 . 4 0 )
E 16jc 2R0 0
After replacing 1 by its value in terms of x and y, we obtain
C* i i-x
r  = 4 X  I dx [dy - — r~ —------ (2  1 . 41)E J J (1-x )(x+y)+x i
k k 0 0
where
c.k
T7  = " i 6tu2 ^  ^   ^ ‘ ^
In general we obtain the following form for the double integrals: 
xf(x ) logx +g(x )
h (x.) = —— -------- -------- -  ( 2 . 1 . 4 3 )
K m
(l-x k)m
Where g(xk) is a polynomial in xk. The GIM mechanism is applied in the following way: 
Let for simplicity 1 be the last term in g(xk) and let us calculate
1 1 1  I+ ----- + .............................................+ -----------. (2 .  1 . 44)
xk(1-xk)m ** H  (l-xk)m
W here xk in the denominator of the left-hand side of eq (2 .1.44) comes from the
coefficient of proportionality in eq (2.1.41). Since Cj* contains the term xk Vki* Vkj ,
where V is the K- M matrix which is unitary , the first term in the right-hand side of eq 
(2.1.44) will be dropped. Applying the GIM mechanism in here and later in diagram H 
we obtain
rE = - I < { ( 2 - 1 ' 4 5 )
Diagram F
The contribution of diagram F is a next to leading order due to the factor (mH/ 
mw)2 from the Higgs - Goldstone bosons vertex. It will be considered in chapter 3, but
2 5
here we take
rF=o.
Diagram G
The amplitude is
M = a. u. ( M )  R I u. (P),U Vj J U 1
with
2
m1 3 k *
a  = - —g  V V
^ 4 m kJ klw
a n d
24+k
G J (2lt)n [(p-k)2-^ ] [k 2-n4 ][(k+q)2-m^]'
Following the same procedure as before we find
1 l-X
1+x
r - f X < j . M dyG "  J (l-xk)(x+y)+x. 
k 0 0 K
which gives
r G= ‘ X Ci'j( 3Xk 3 ,0gXk S " l0gXk+  S '  S '1 r j 2(1-x j  ( l -X . )  4(l-x.) 4(l-x .)
Diagram H
This diagram has the amplitude
M = %  u. (p+q) R IR u.(p),
( 2 . 1  .46)
( 2 . 1  . 47)
( 2 . 1  .48)
( 2 . 1  .49)
( 2 . 1  . 50)
( 2 . 1 . 5 1 )
( 2 . 1  .52)
2 6
with
( 2 - K 5 3 )w
and
, f d"k (q*)[m.(p*)-n#
H n  \n 2 9 2 9 2 T- *  ^ ^ ^J (2tc) [(p-k) -mk][k -m^][(k+q) -m^]
Here too we apply GIM exactly as in diagram E. A divergence occurs due to the
presence of terms in k2 in the numerator of IH. However it is suppressed due to the GIM
mechanism and we obtain
V  ^  f ' f  (2-xk
r  = - 2 2 ,  1 dx Idy ( log ((1-x )(x+y)+x )+ - -  k — -—  ). ( 2 . 1 .55)
H k x J J k * 2((l-x )(x+y)+x )
K k 0  0  k / v k'
Applying the GIM mechanism, we find
t 3x, 9x, 11
r H = Z s { - ^ logxic S - 10^ ---------------------------------------------- ( 2 . 1 . 5 6 )
r  J 2(l-xk)3 (l-xk) 4(1-xk) 4(l-xk)2
We have now calculated all the contributions to the unrenormalised flavour changing 
vertex. The flavour changing vertex is renormalised by diagram (C3), which we discuss 
in the next section.
In fact the divergences cancel when the unrenormalised contributions from all the
  SJ
diagrams are added. The mass scale |i  is also cancelled.
The sum of all the unrenormalised contributions (i.e. diagrams A l, A2, B l, B2, C, D, 
E, F, G and H) gives
i k
One point noticed here is the simple expression of the flavour changing coupling though
the individual contribution is not as simple. Indeed we notice a cancellation between
2 7
diagrams, for example there is an exact cancelation between diagram C and E.
2 8
2.2 Counterterms contribution in the coupling.
In the previous section we obtained a finite expression for the unrenormalised 
flavour changing vertex T. We now show that the combined contribution o f the 
counterterms from diagrams A3, B3 and C3 is zero, thus leaving T unaltered as 
implicitly assumed by Willey and Yu [24,25] and Grzadkowski and Krawcyzk [26]. Our 
discussion follows that of Botella and Lim [28].
The relevant part of the Lagrangian is
The first part of this Lagrangian is the free quarks Lagrangian and the second part is 
associated with the quark Yukawa interaction with the Higgs boson. 'Fg and MB are the 
column vector of down type quark fields and the mass matrix respectively. B denotes 
bare quantities.
At the one loop level ( order g2 ) only field and mass matrix renormalisation are 
responsible for the flavour changing transition ( i.e. we do not include in our calculation 
the renormalisation of the mass of the W boson or of g the coupling constant of the 
SU(2) group ).
The renormalisation of the left-handed and right-handed fields are different
( 2 . 2 . 1 )
( 2 . 2 . 2a)
and
(2 . 2 . 2 b )
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Where Zl  and Zr  are matrices. We have omitted the power 1/2 in the Z 's  which has no 
effect on the following. The renormalisation on the mass is performed as follows, see 
Sirlin-Marciano [52]
M + 8ML + 8M+R. ( 2 . 2 . 3 )
The shift in the quark field is given by
¥ b- ¥  = [(Zl-1)L + (Zr-1)R]vF ( 2 . 2 . 4 )
or
§vp = T B- xF = ( 8ZLL+8ZRR )T . ( 2 . 2 . 5 )
Where Z ^ ( resp Z r ) differs from the unity matrix by an infinitesimal matrix 8Z^( resp 
5ZR ).
The physical Lagrangian is given by ( the same form as the bare o n e )
L = ' J ' ( i d - M ) ' F - x ^ - ' F M ¥ H .  ( 2 . 2 . 6 )
2mw
The counterterm Lagrangian is given by:
Lmmt = SL = LB-L. ( 2 . 2 . 7 )
Using the above renormalisation relations, and after some calculation, we find the 
expression for the counterterm Lagrangian ( using the properties o f y5 matrix and 
neglecting terms like 5M 5Z).
3 0
Lmont = V ( (AL+BR) + (CL+DR)) T + —S -  ^(CL+DR) ¥ .  ( 2 . 2 . 8 )
W
The first term represents the counterterm due to the renormalisation o f the quark 
propagator, the second due to the renormalisation of the proper vertex .
where
A= K Zl '
C=- ( SM + Z^1Zl-M ),
D = -(5 M ++Z^MZr-M ).
2.2.1The structure of the counterterms:
At one loop order we have just considered the unrenormalised self energy 
^imrcnWhich receives contribution from loops containing W boson (diagrams A1 and B l) 
and loops containing 0 +’ '  Goldstone boson (diagrams A2 and B2). These contributions 
to diagrams A and B contain divergences. Here we do not neglect any quark masses.
The counterterm diagrams (A3) and (B3) cancel the divergences in (A) and (B) and could 
contain other finite terms as the renormalisation scheme has not been specified.
The Yukawa coupling vertex which receives contribution from the loops shown in 
diagrams (C, D, E, F, G and H) is also unrenormalised and the counterterm  is 
represented by diagram (C3).
The counterterm which we have to add to renormalise the self energy could be written as
(2  . 2 . 9 )  
( 2  . 2 . 1 0 ) 
( 2 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
( 2  . 2 . 1 2 )
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follows,
£rount = A0L + BfiR+CL+DR. (2 . 2 . 1 3 )
Where the form factors A,B,C and D do not depend on p2. We work in a basis where 
the mass matrix is diagonal ( the flavour b asis). Hence
vF = ( d , s , b ) T. ( 2 . 2 .14)
is a mass eigenstate .
The expressions for the amplitude of diagrams (1=A3) and (2=B3) are respectively 
(using Feynman rules ) :
Where iA(p) is the quark propagator, and the term (-ig/2mw) [M(D)j is the contribution 
of Higgs-quark-quark vertex, see (Appendix A).
The formulae written above might be used to calculate any type of down quark type self 
energy counterterm transition . In particular for the transition s—>d , we have just to pick 
up the corresponding matrix element from [ m(D) ] iA(p) £ Count.
So in the transition s- k1, we have to act on ud(p+q) to the right and on us(p) to the left, 
obtaining the following forms:
M<1)= ^ p )  W p )  iA(P) IM(D)1 'i'(p-q) ( £ ( 2 . 2 . 1 5 )
t f }= ¥ (p+q)[M(D)] iA(p) Zcounl(p) >F(p) ( ^ - ) . ( 2 . 2 . 16)
lw (P - md)
(2 . 2 . 1 7 )
3 2
and
^ )= ^ L 7 3 ^ 7“s(p+q) ud(P)' ( 2 . 2 . 1 8 )■“ w (p-m ‘) M “
W here £ sd(p) = apL+  ppR+yL+8R , with a =  A sd , P= Bsd , y  = Csd and 8= Dsd
appropriate s->d matrix elements.
Applying the Dirac equation to the left in the first expression and to the right in the 
second one, we find after putting all external particles on the mass shell ( in the 
following we omit the quark fields):
(i) g
M = ------- —r-  {rnjnJ,. md( ctL + PR) +ms( aR + pL ) ]+
2mwK  "^(j)
md[md( ^ + 8R ) + ms( ^  + 8L)]}, ( 2 .  2 . 19)
and
N^ 2)=  i { msm [ m f aL + pR ) +ms( aR  + pL ) ]+
ms[m j()R +8L) + ms( 7L + 8R)]), ( 2 . 2 . 2 0 )
There is a cancellation of terms in a , p and also of the term ( yR+ 8L ) when these two 
contributions are added:
3 3
M(1)+ 2) = — ( yL + 8R ) . ( 2 . 2 . 2 1 )
2m
w
However the renormalisation of the proper vertex could be read off from Lcount. It is 
given by
Y = - g— ( CL+DR) .
c 2m
w
So if just the transition s—>d is considered, we have
M®=— (yL + 8R ).
2m
W
The sum of these three diagrams (A3, B3 and C3) is equal to zero.
M(2)+ M(3) = 0 . ( 2 . 2  .24)
Hence the counterterms has a vanishing contribution.
W e should point out here the arbitrariness of A, B, C and D i.e the renormalisation 
scheme is not specified, accordingly this sum is renormalisation-scheme independent. 
This vanishing of counterterms is not peculiar to processes involving the H boson, but it 
is a special case of a more general theorem due to Feinberg, Kabir and Weinberg.
( 2  . 2 . 22)
(2  .2  . 23 )
3 4
2,3 Feinberg-Kabir-Weinberg theorem.
The vanishing value of the sum of the counterterms in the process dj—»djH is 
not a peculiar to the decay of quark to the Higgs boson, but the same conclusion is found 
in several FCNC decays; for example the contribution of the counterterms in dj—>djZ 
(where Z is the neutral boson) is zero, see Clements et al.[15] and also there is the same 
conclusion in df—>djY (where y is the photon), see Deshpande et al.[53]. All these results 
have a common origin. This is the Feinberg-Kabir-Weinberg theorem [54]. Although 
this work explains why muons do not decay electromagnetically into electrons the same 
procedure could be followed to explain the non-contribution of the counterterms in the 
above processes. Such procedure can be briefly stated in two equivalent ways:
1) The operators of dimension three and four such as djdj, df^dj, d j0djL and 
d ^ 0 djR, where is the covariant derivative, do not lead to any change in the flavour 
of the quark because they can be removed by a redefinition of the quark fields such that 
the corresponding mass matrix becomes diagonal.
2) If one uses the original basis called also gauge-eigenstate basis and deduces 
the Feynman rules for the relevant vertices and propagators from the effective 
Lagrangian, one obtains, when calculating the counterterms, a zero contribution as long 
as one deals with on-shell states. Indeed a cancellation takes place among several 
diagrams and such cancellation becomes exact when the particles are on-shell. Such a 
procedure was followed in the previous section.
3 5
2*4 Calculation of the amplitude b->sH 
using PCDCand the trace anomaly
Here we follow the discussion of Grinstein et al [34] and point out the error in
the evaluation of the flavour changing b—>sH amplitude by Ellis et al [31].
The starting point is the following observation:
The Higgs particle interacts with quarks via the trace of the improved energy-momentum 
tensor @ ^[55]. Indeed we have the following theorem; valid in the absence of the trace 
anomaly:
Theorem: if A and B are states which do not contain the Higgs boson, the amplitude for 
the process A->B+ H is given, to the lowest order in g the SU(2) group coupling, by :
<B, H I A > = - ^ - ^ B  | 9  H  A>.  ( 2 - 4 . 1 )
2m V-
w
The above theorem can be proved easily in the unitary gauge; however as stated by 
[31], this theorem is still valid whatever the choice of the gauge.
Now let us consider the transition
q _ * q +  H, ( 2 . 4 . 2 )
a  p
where q stands for quark and a  and p represent respectively the flavour of the ingoing 
and outgoing quarks.
There is a second theorem due also to Ellis et al [31] which states that the matrix element 
<clp* ® |i ^  * cUx> can ^  s^own t0 ^  eclua^ t0 [31,56]
3 6
<q(S 1 ® / (k) 1 \  > = "u ( \  8 OP + k2[ A(maR+ mpL)+mampA' 1
+ (m2- m2)[(m R-m L)B+(m - m )m m C]}u = T(k2) . ( 2 . 4 . 3 )a p a p a p a p a  
W here A, A , B and C are regular functions of k^.
If  we restrict ourselves to terms linear in quark masses, we obtain the simple form
T(k2) = k2 u A( m R+ m L) u . ( 2 . 4 . 4 )p a  P a  
Let us now consider the quantity
Q(k2)=(k2- m ^ « ^ | H ( k ) l q a>.  ( 2 . 4 . 5 )
There is a simple way to compute Q(k2) by using a similar method as PCAC (partially 
conserved axial current) which is PCDC (partially conserved dilatation (or scale) 
current).
The scale current s^ is defined as
s ^ x V .  ( 2 . 4 . 6 )
V
Where the improved energy-momentum tensor satisfies the Noether theorem
f e v = o. ( 2 . 4 . 7 )
Thus we have
f s  = 0  ( 2 . 4 . 8 )
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The fact that the Higgs particle interacts with quarks through the trace of the improved 
energy-momentum tensor and that this trace vanishes in massless theories (which are 
invariant under scale transformations) suggests that the Higgs particle could be 
considered ( like the pion which is the Goldstone boson associated with the breakdown 
of the axial symmetry ) as a dilaton or the Goldstone boson associated with the 
breakdown of scale invariance. Now
could be related if we follow the same pattern as Jackiw in [57] in his discussion on 
K -> 2y, where the pion field is interpolated by the divergence of the axial current, 
likewise in PCDC the divergence of the scale current is used as the Higgs interpolating 
field i.e.
Q(k2) = ( k2- m^) < qp| H(k) | qa> ( 2 . 4 . 9 )
and
( 2 . 4 . 1 0 )
( 2 . 4 . 1 1 )
H
where f m ^  is introduced to normalise H(k) and
f = v = < 0 | H(k) 10 >. ( 2 . 4 .  12)
Thus
Q(k2) = (k2-m ^ ) < q p lH ( k ) l q a > ( 2 . 4 . 1 3 )
3 8
= (k2-m ^ )< q l- !^ - lq a> ( 2 . 4 . 1 4 )
™H
k2-m* n
a < q pl 0 (llqa> .  ( 2 . 4 . 1 5 ), _ 2
H
Finally we have
i  ^ 2
2 k  '  m H 2
Q(k ) =  ^ T ( k Z). ( 2 . 4 . 1 6 )
TOlH
At this stage we introduce the hypothesis of PCDC and assume the smoothness of the 
function Q(k2) , i.e, we assume
Q ( m 5 = Q ( 0 ) .  ( 2 . 4 . 1 7 )
because at this point k2 =0 the computation of T( k2) is simpler as the explicit form of
A(k2) in T(k2) is unknown. From eq (2.4.16)
Q(0) = - —T (0). ( 2 . 4 . 1 8 )
V
However T(0)=0 assuming the function A(k2) has no singularity at k2=0, and we have 
the result
Q[0)=0. ( 2 . 4 . 1 9 )
Ellis et al claimed that this result is unchanged by the trace anomaly and concluded that
Q(mH2), and thus the process b->sH, is strongly suppressed.
Indeed [31,58] give an estimated value for the qot-^qpH vertex 
3 m3
T = 0 ( - g-------- ) ,  ( 2 . 4 . 2 0 )
Hq q i s  2 3
° P m.
W
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where ma p are the external quark masses. This is to be compared with the explicit 
one-loop calculation of eq (2.1.57) which gives
g3 T q
where mg is the mass of the internal quark . However as noticed by Chanowitz [59] this 
discrepancy between the two results is due to the presence of the trace anomaly. The 
claim of Ellis and Franzini [58] that the coupling r Hqaqp is unaffected by its presence is 
not confirmed by a careful analysis of the trace anomaly, see Grinstein et al [34].
2.4.1 The trace anomaly.
The problem is that the trace of the tress tensor 0 fiV is in fact anomalous, in such
a way that the interpolating field associated with the Higgs boson given by (2.4.11) has
to be replaced by 
2 d J - A
H(k2) = - t —  ( 2 . 4 . 2 2 )
fmH
Where A is the anomaly. Hence Q(k2) given by (2.4.16) is replaced by
2 2
Q(k2) = ^ T ( k 2) - R(k2) ] , ( 2 . 4 .  23 )
vtn2
with
R(k2) = <qpWUqa> ( 2 . 4 . 2 4 )
Extrapolating from k2=mH2 to zero and using the fact that T(k2) vanishes at the origin,
we find that Q(0) is no more equal to zero and it is given by
4 0
we find that Q(0) is no more equal to zero and it is given by
Q(0)= (i)R (O ). ( 2 . 4 . 2 5 )
Hence the problem of finding the amplitude for the process q^—> q^H is reduced to the 
calculation of the anomaly between these two states a  and p.
The origin of this anomaly is due to the presence in the Lagrangian of terms of 
dimension four which depend on the choice of the mass scale .
a/
Grinstein and Hill in [60] express the anomaly A as a function of the renormalised 
Lagrangian density which depends on the choice of renormalisation mass scale p.. The 
anomalous divergence is then
3 / = © / = - ^ .  ( 2 . 4 . 2 6 )
V- V d p
We pick up from the Lagrangian terms which could induce a flavour transition to the 
order of our investigation ( g3) and which depend on the mass scale |i; the only candidate 
is the Yukawa interaction. Indeed the Yukawa coupling matrix X does depend on the 
mass scale.
Therefore we have
A - ( ! • ! -  ( v$ , X' F  + l>.c). ( 2 . 4 . 2 7 )
0|J. L H
As we are dealing with down type quark
X=X°,  ( 2 . 4 . 2 8 )
so
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A = - v 'F [ ^ (  1+ y5) pD+ !-(1 - y5) pD+] 
where
( 2 . 4 . 2 9 )
PD= n | ^ D- ( 2 . 4 . 3 0 )
The expression for PD is given by [61]:
pD( X°) 1 = - L [8gW + i g l  Tr ( 3XUV +  3XD> )
16k2 3 4 ^  4 I
- | U D\ D-)lu\ u)]. ( 2 . 4 . 3 1 )
where g3, g2, and gj are the SU(3) x SU(2) x U (l)  gauge coupling constants of the 
standard model.
Let us go to a basis where the down quark masses are diagonal, the only term in PD 
which gives off diagonal terms is
q d  3 /2  , u +. u , d  M
P =  ~ X X X + .......  ( 2 .  4 . 32)
167T
Replacing the Yukawa coupling matrix by the mass matrix
X = —  ( 2 . 4 . 3 3 )
V
in the previous equation and considering that
m2= - S ^ - .  ( 2 . 4 . 3 4 )
w 4
we obtain
4 2
pD= ^ - ^ m um V
64k2 vm^ ( 2 . 4 . 3 5 )
where
m
r m
m
m
( 2 . 4 . 3 6 )
is the diagonal mass matrix for the down-type quark and
Um = V
m,
mf
m.
V. ( 2 . 4 . 3 7 )
is the mass matrix for the up-type quark SU(2) doublet partners of the down quark mass 
eigenstates.
Here V is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix,
f v V V Iud us ub
V V Y.cd cs d)
. V“*
Vts v ,b_
( 2 . 4 . 3 8 )
We can now evaluate eq (2.4.24), taking only the contribution of the transition b-»sH, 
we find that the anomaly for the transition is given by
/'Z  i  g2 o + 1+Ys x
< s M 1 b > = 7 T T  “ V mbmt V s . (64tc vmw 1
where we have neglected m compared to mb.
( 2 . 4 . 3 9 )
4 3
However since Q is related to the anomaly by ( 2.4.25 ) we have the flavour changing 
coupling given by
( 2 - 4 -40)
This result is now in agreement with the explicit one loop calculation of eq (2.1.57).
4 4
2.5 Some rem arks on ys.
One of the motivations for this investigation is that there exists 3 conflicting 
results on the value of the coupling d ^ d jH . The first one is due to Ellis et. al (1976) 
which is exposed later, the second due to Wiley-Yu (1982) and independently 
Grzadkowski-Krawczyk (1983), the latest one due to Ruskov (1987) [33]. If efforts 
have been focused to explain why the first result is erroneous, there is no existing 
literature about the third one.
Faced with 3 different results for the same process, one has to be careful when dealing 
with the weakest points of the calculation.
One of these is the problem of y5 when using the dimensional regularisation scheme (see 
appendix B) for more example about the mistreatment of the y5 matrix see Korner [36]. 
Firstly let us indicate how the definition of y5 in n dimension represents a real risk to the 
evaluation of the coupling dj—>djH.
The quark-W boson-quark vertex contributes in the coupling with a term proportional to 
y^Cl-y^) (see appendix A). So if we have 2 of these vertices, for example, we have the 
expression y^(l-y5) y ^ (l—Y5) which is in a careful analysis by Korner [36] is shown to 
be equal to ( when letting e = n-4 -» 0 )
T d ^  = -2e(l-Y5) . ( 2 . 5 . 1 )
We can drop this contribution for convergent integrals over k; however we have 
encountered 2 types of divergent integral whose product with the previous expression 
leads to the appearance of additional finite terms in the coupling. Hence utmost care has 
to been taken when dealing with UV divergences and y  ^interaction.
Let us return to our previous calculation but without assuming an anticommuting y5 
matrix, and try to find the additional terms.
The supplementary contributions appear in diagrams A ( precisely A 2 ), C, and H.
4 5
Diagram C.
If we restrict ourselves just to the numerator of the amplitude we have
-j m
W
W here the integration over the internal momentum k and the sum over the internal 
flavour are understood.
From the product
W e have taken just the term inside brackets, the remaining part does not contribute for an 
anticommuting y5. However k2 in the previous expression leads to a divergent integral. 
Indeed after Feynman parametrisation we obtain an additional amplitude given by
3 m
AM = (——) V+V u. (pfq)Y ( l - y j y ^ l - y j u ,  (p) I, ( 2 . 5 . 4 )
c 16 m I 5 5 1
W
where (see appendix D)
1 I -x 2
I -  2 f  dx f dv f     = fc11115) • ( 2 . 5 . 5 )
I p  (k^ v i6, 2 e
R2 is defined in eq ( 2,1. )
Using eq. (2.5.1), we obtain 
q m
. J lr . .
(ffl-qsk-mk Xp’k-m  ^ )= (p+q)p-(p+q)k-kp +k2+ {-mk [2p-2k+q]} ( 2 . 5 . 3 )
AM = ^  (— ) V+Vu. (p+q)(l-y )u (p). 
c j 5 1
( 2 . 5 . 6 )
D iag ram  A,
Using the same procedure we find that 
AM = AM .
A C
( 2 . 5 . 7 )
4 6
Diagram H.
Similarly we have 
3
MH = V*V ffj 0»q) yM^f5) Ck?H^  Xk-ptq^fm. Cl+yjH*^ d
V P)- ( 2 . 5 . 8 )
Taking the part which gives a divergent integral, we have
3 H'k +
AM»= ’ l6 ” i i r  V V aj <p+^ ^ (1' V lc' V 1'Y5)u i (p)- ( 2 . 5 . 9 )
w
Using the property that (see appendix D eq 7 )
ftfk  k V  _ 8 f (Ac ^
(2nf  (k2- R2)3 n (2jc)n (k2-R2)3
and eqs (2.5.1 and 2.5.9), we have
• 3 mk
AM = - _ ( ----- ) V+V u. (p+qKl-Y.) u. <p). ( 2 . 5 . 1 1 )
H 256)t mw J 5 1
Finally there is an additional amplitude given by
AM = AM + AM + AM . ( 2 . 5 . 1 2 )A C H '
There are two features which differs from the calculated amplitude first the nature of the 
helicity and second the coefficient of proportionality.
The cause of the appearance of this additional term AM is that we have applied the 
dimensional regularisation with Feynman rules obtained in four dimensional space-time 
i.e. using an anticommuting y5 matrix.
For consistency we have to apply to the original Lagrangian the method of dimensional 
regularisation and obtain within this scheme the different Feynman rules.
4 7
When this is done, the W-quark vertex is given by
( 2 . 5 . 1 3 )
4V2
which reduces to the usual one for an anticommuting y5 matrix.
Using such a vertex, it is straightforward to show that
AMa =AMc = 0 . ( 2 . 5 . 1 4 )
However in diagram H we will have
(1+Y5)Y^1-Y5)f(l-Y 5) ( 2 . 5 . 1 5 )
which is equal to (using eq 2.5.1 and the properties of y5 )
-2£(1+Y5)(1-Y5) = 0. ( 2 . 5 . 1 6 )
Finally
AM = 0 . ( 2 . 5 . 1 7 )
Hence the problem of the definition of y5 in n dimensions does not affect the value of 
the coupling obtained from one loop flavour changing diagrams.
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Chapter 3
3,1 Calculation of the next to leading term  
in the Fevnman gauge
In [Grzadkowski, Krawczyk], the coupling is given in the following way:
2
W here fj( xk ) is the contribution of all diagrams except diagram F, the latter gives the 
contribution f2( xk ), where the coefficient ( mH/mw)2 stems from the Goldstone boson - 
Higgs particle vertex in diagram F.
However this procedure is not gauge invariant because, for example, in the unitary 
gauge the diagram F will disappear and hence f2(xk) will vanish.
In others words the coupling in the unitary gauge will come exclusively from fj( xk ). In 
order to obtain the correct gauge invariant expression for f2(xk), it is necessary to take 
the Higgs particle on mass shell, q2=mH2, and include contributions of order (mH/mw)2 
from all diagrams. Botella and Lim point out that the result of Willey and Yu coincides 
with the one of Grzadkowski and Krawczyk when mH = 0 as is required for a consistent 
leading order calculation. In this case fj(xk) = 3/2, as shown in chapter 2. If we consider 
the four momentum squared of the Higgs particle not to be negligible with respect to 
m w2 and the mass of the internal quark squared, the calculation will be very tedious, 
since m{ the mass of the incoming quark in the process q j-> qjH  will also not be 
negligible and Spence function will appear. To overcome this problem we make an 
approximation which turns out to be legitimate for the K decay and B decay.
After making Feynman parametrisation and the shift in the internal momentum we obtain 
the following expression
R2= R2- xyq2 ( 3 . 1 . 2 )
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where q is the Higgs momentum, and
R2= (xk-l)(x+y)+l or R2 = (1 -xk)(x+y)+xk ( 3 . 1 . 3 )
depending on the diagram considered. There are also terms in q2 from diagrams D and H 
due to the presence of terms in k2 after making the shift by 1.
The basic idea is to assume that xyq2 is small compared to R2 in order to make a Taylor 
expansion in ( q2/  mw2) .
Let us take
f(x,y) = — ( 3 . 1 . 4 )(xk-l)(x+y)+l
where xq= (q/mw)2 which on shell is equal to xH= (mH/mw)2 .
W e want to find the condition on by xq and xk which ensures that, whatever the choice 
o f x, y inside the triangle of integration, we have f(x,y)« 1.
To do that, let us find the maximum value of f  (x,y) /xq.
First we fix x and make y vary from 0 to 1-x, the maximum value of f  is x(l-x)/xk. Next 
x varies from 0 to 1 the maximum value is l/4xk.
Hence the condition to make the approximation, i.e. xyxq small compared to R2, is xq« 
4xk-
In terms of on-shell masses this condition is mH«2mk. It is noticed that this constraint is 
a special case of processes below threshold.
Note that this condition is verified in the case of K and B decays because the Higgs 
particle must be light in order for the decay to be physical ( less than the mass of the 
ingoing quark since we have neglected the mass of the outcoming one). So as far as we 
have mk= , which is expected to be bigger than 60 Gev, this condition is fulfilled. 
W e denote all contributions proportional to xq or x^ by F  and calculate them 
following the same pattern as before.
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Diagram A. B
r K88S= o .
A,B ( 3 . 1 . 5 )
D iag ram  C.
— — x)xy 2 ( 3 . 1 . 6 )
k o o Kxk-1)(x+y)+l]
Hence
J  n„2
r «*ggs_0 V r k .  f ~ 1 _ .
c ij 41 ~  5 *' ( 3 . 1 . 7 )
k
Diagram D.
m*8!_ Y  k f ,  f .  , 3xy 
D k ijX’j  J y ‘ [(x.-l)(x+y)+l]
T  36(xk-l)
1 1 -x o
"  7  a ,
} ( 3 . 1 . 8 )
Performing the integration, we obtain
r Higgs y  c k;, ( 6xklogx|c+l 8logxt+4x^-21x;+45x^67xt +39] ( 3 . 1 9 )
°  t  i,q 3 ^ - D 5
1 l'x 2
D i g r a m „g,
r^wye.AfdxU— ^—P (3.1.10)
k J '  0J o [(l-xk)(x+y) +Xk]2
After applying GIM mechanism we obtain ( using the procedure described when 
discussing the diagram E in chapter 2 )
i f = Y d x j  ( 3 . 1 . 1 1 )
E r  ,j 9 (V d5
D iag ram  F .
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In this diagram we calculate the contribution as we have done for the other 
diagrams in chapter 2 when calculating the leading term in the Feynman gauge.
k o 0 K * 
wggs_ y  c kx -2xt2logxk+4xt logxk+xk24x1[+3i
mU ij 3
^  4(x.-l)
r  " - s= V c kx r •zxkl°gxr \ 10gxk+xk4 v j 1
F L u „  _ 3  1
V 
Diagram
1 l-x
r Kggs= xy(l+x)= X CijXl J dx J dyG Z u  j  ^ I I J 2
k o o K1-xk)(x + y )+ x k] 
r ,ffiggs_  y >  n k r -30x^logxk+l8x^logxk+9xk+13xk-45xk+27xk4
G "  L  ijXq{ Z 7 ” T5 }*
k 36(xk-l)
Diagram  IL
r Mgss= y  c k A  f dx fd y  ( y(3x'2)-  -+ XtXy(X3 )____)
H k ,J ^  j  0 (l-xk)(x+y)+xk [(l.xk)(x+y)+xk]2
using GIM mechanism we obtain
^Kggs 0k f 6xklogxk+18xklogxk-36xklogxk+3xk-35xk+63xk-21xk-10 
H " ql 36(xk-l)5
The sum of all diagrams.
r Kggs= y  r Kggs=V  c k ( [ (  2 * k Xk *—) x + ( -^ ) XH ] log X
T * ' k 3(xk-l)5 4(xk-l)3
6x?+x2+28x.-23 x.-3
+ [ ( - ^  f — )x q + ( - ^ - ^ - ) x H]} .
18(xk-l) 4 ^ -1 )
For on shell Higgs particle, we have x =xH
and
(3 .1 .12)  
( 3 . 1  .13)
( 3 .  1 .14)  
(3 .1 .15)
(3 .1 .16)  
(3 .1 .17)
(3 .1 . 18)
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H ig g s V  lc
r  = - X Ci j * H W  ( 3 . 1 . 1 9 )
k
where
-3xJ+Sx?-17x?+7x.+5 21x?43x?+l 19x,-73
f2( x t ) = - ( (  k k k ) log x. + ( —  k k )) ( 3 . 1 . 2 0 )
6 ( \ - l )  36(x. -1 )
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3,2 Term Quadratic in the mass of the ingoing quark .
Once f2(xk) is calculated it is necessary to find also the amplitude quadratic in 
the mass of the ingoing quark because from the kinematics of the processes the mass of 
the ingoing quark is bigger than the mass of the Higgs particle.
We will apply the same type of approximation as in the previous one, we will notice that 
the constraint is no more than that the incoming quark mass must lie below the normal 
threshold for W boson plus top quark production.
Now we have after making the Feynman parametrisation
where R2 is defined in eq (3.1.3) and = ( m /n ^ ) 2. Following the same pattern as 
before, see paragraph (3.1), to find the condition to make a Taylor expansion in x{, we 
have
W e now consider the maximum value of f(x,y)/xj. For a fixed x the maximum value of 
f(x,y) is
,2 2 2 
R = R + x.( x + xy -x), (3 . 2 . 1 )
-(x2-x) ( 3 . 2 . 3 )
next we let x varying in the domain [ 0 .1  ], the maximum value obtained is
Lmax‘
( 3 . 2 . 4 )
the condition of making the approximation is
x. « (1  + Vxk)2, ( 3 . 2 . 5 )
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which in terms of masses could be written as
m .« mk+ mw
In the Feynman gauge, these contributions are given by:
k 1J ' (xk-l) 2(x -l)2
* l _  V  C k x  f (3 6 x ^+ 5 4 x k+ 6 )1° g xic"5 x k*6 3 x k+ 4 5 x k + 2 3  
C /  j ii * i k 5 ^
k 18(xk-l)5
^  f (- lS x ^ g x Jlo g x ^x ^ T x J+ l 17x^77x^18
D= 2 . CijXi(r  'J * 36(xk-l)5
„ V  c kx f (-6x^-18xk)logxk+^ - Sx^+27xk"19xk"4 i
ij i n / 1x5r  = - 2
r 4 -  V  r k,r ( (3 0 ^ 5 4 x k2-36xk)logxk-79xk3+99xk2-9V l l
l o ~ L ,  V i l , , ,  , . i  >k 36(xk-l)
f (•30xJ+l62x^-l80xjc)logxk-36x^+l87^-495xk+693xk-42l
r H= ’ 2rf ijXi  ^ 7Z 75k 36(xk-l)
The sum of all contribution gives
i k
where
I6x?-2lx.+2 -I9x?+I3x +12
f3(xk) = - { k V i o g v  — 1E— * H L
6(x.-1) 12(xk-l)3
( 3 . 2 . 6 )
( 3 . 2 . 7 )
(3 . 2 . 8 )  
( 3 . 2 . 9 )  
(3 . 2 . 1 0 )  
(3 . 2 . 1 1 )  
(3 . 2 . 1 2 )
(3 . 2 . 1 3 )
(3 . 2 . 1 4 )
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3,3 Calculation of the coupling in the unitary gauge.
In the unitary gauge there are less diagrams to calculate than in the Feynman 
gauge as the Goldstone bosons disappear in this gauge, indeed just diagrams C, E 
survive. At first sight it seems that the calculation will be rather simplified as the number 
of diagrams is less, however the boson W propagator acquires a new expression which 
increases the power of integration and the numbers of couplings or form factors. 
Divergences appear in each form factor and a careful calculation is required.
In the unitary gauge the W boson propagator is given by :
The first term of the right-hand side is just the W propagator in the Feynman gauge, 
hence as noticed before in the unitary gauge we will expect more form factors.
In this gauge the contribution of diagrams A, B, D, G and H vanish ( due to the fact that 
the unphysical Goldstone boson propagator vanishes in this gauge):
W e follow the same pattern as in the Feynman gauge, there is no change in the Feynman 
parametrisation and we obtain to leading order ( where the superscripts ug and fg denote 
respectively the Feynman and the unitary gauges)
( 3 . 3 . 1 )
r  = r  = r  = r  = r  = r = o .
A B D F H G
(3 . 3 . 2 )
Diagram C
\ £ 8= m [?+ a ciij(p+q) R Ica(p). ( 3 . 3 . 3 )
where
(2)t)" [(p+q-k)2-m^[(p-k)2-m^][k2-m^]
( 3 . 3 . 4 )
5 6
Using the same parametrisation as before, shifting k by 1 obtained from it and using 
(appendix E eq 2) after dropping the integrand in odd power in k, and finally using 
Dirac equations to the left on Uj(p+q) and to the right on u-(p), we obtain
r ?  = r ' *  + rr , ( 3 . 3 . 5 )c c c 
where
+  ^ l o g x — ( 3 . 3 . 6 )
2(1-xk)3 2(1-xk) (l-xk)
P iagram. IL
There are three more form factors arising from the product of the two W 
propagators, in addition to the one from the Feynman gauge 
^Mg+Mg+M^ +Mp (3.3.7)
where
= a £  u.(pfq) R I* u^p) ( 3 . 3 . 8 )
with a = 1 , 2 , 3 and
;i _ f d"k_______________________________________________________________ ( 3 . 3 . 9 )
E J (2tt)n [(p+k)2-m^J[k2-rn^][(q-k)2-m^]
j2 = fdTk_________(q--k)(p+-lc)(q-k) ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 )
E - W  [(p+k)2-n^][k2-n4][(q-k)2-m^]
j3 f  A  (yk-)(p+lQk(q-k)k ( 3 . 3 . 1 1 )
E J (2lt)" [(p+k)2-m^][k2-m^][(q-k)2-m^)
A fter using GIM mechanism, we obtain ( in we have to consider the term in k4
which gives divergences see appendix D )
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rE+ e^= X CUI ^ j i o g  v  '°8 V  - t t t !k a-xkr (i-xkf  ^d-x.) a-v>
and
4 = X  c ij( - f  ( r  ’I + !° g 4lt - 10« ) - f-- - l o g v
k Z W  2(1-x.)
2(l-xk) (l-xk)
Since r c fs + T£fg= 0, we have
(3 .3 . 12)
logxk+ - J — } ( 3 . 3 . 1 3 )
r * = l c i f - b -  ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 )
k
So the leading order expression is the same both in the Feynman and the unitary 
gauges.
It rem ains to show the same thing for the next to leading term in an expansion in 
(mH/m w)2 .
3.4 F2(xk) in the unitary gauge.
Making the same approximation as in the Feynman gauge, we obtain
r Hggs= 0 for i = A,B,D,F,G,and H. ( 3 . 4 . 1 )
i
Kggs.ug Mggs.fg^  y  k (6xk+l)logx|i+4xk-21xk+45xk-67xt+39^ (3  4 2 )
°  = C V H 36(xk-l)5
r ™8SS'Ug= r * 88!'f8+ rJE+r2E+rJE ( 3 . 4 . 3 )
with
r 1 y  c k .. ( (3xk~9xk)l0gV 7xt+1,X^'9xfc'2) ( 3 . 4 . 4 )
E k ij ’ 9 ( y l ) 5
p !  V 4 ,  -12xklogxk+3x^+10xk-18xk+6xk-l ( 3 . 4 . 5 )
E LmU ij *■ ,<w n 5
k 18(x,-1)
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and
4  £ 4 :tt 1 8x^ 60xfc'54xt +36xt )1° gXt +1^ ' 68^ +9Qxt~60,1t+23] ( 3 . 4 . 6 )
T  1J 36(xk- ir
In the unitary gauge, the next to leading term is given by
-3xJ+8x?-17x?+7x.+5 21xj*-43x?+l 19x.-73
f,(x J  = - { (  ' V  k— )logx. + ( — -^---- k k )) ( 3 . 4 . 7 )
6(xk-l)5 36(xk-l)
which shows that on-shell the next to leading term is the same in both gauges 
( Feynman and the unitary gauges).
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3,5 The coupling in a general gauge.
In this case all diagrams contribute in the coupling, the calculation is very 
tedious although the procedure is the same as before. We give just the contribution of 
each diagram to leading order.
Diagram A*
(3.S.K
Diagram B,
pgg _ 0 ( 3 . 5 . 2 )
B
Diagram C,
C C * 11 2 ft-x k)3 12(6-*!)
. ( 3 . 5 . 3 )
2(6 - h ?  
Diagram IL
■log?]
V* _k 2 1 i mw / ^  ~3%*k+xk \
T®= - \  &  { - —+ T1 - log47C + — + log -  - \ (  3 ) loS*k
D  "  ij  1 £ 2 l l 2 ( ? - X k)
6 ^  -I ( 3 . 5 . 4 )
+ - 2 - ^ 1 0 ^  +
( U /  2(6-V
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Diagram E.
After using GIM mechanism, which ensures cancellation of the divergences, we
obtain
^ + (- (Vl)Xt 3 t G + tt  V 3 * > D + 9 £ x  )-8£2 ] logx
J 2(l-xk)(|-xk)3 k k k k
F2 F ?2(x -3!»)
+ ( — - - ( 5 =1 ) ) +------ ^ o g ^ }  ( 3 . 5 . 5 )
( $ - * /  (H >  2 (^ x k)3
D iagram  F,
This diagram contributes in the next to leading term .
D iagram GL
eg V  xk(3 x ^ x k(4-6)+2£ £(-3££xk(£-7)-3£) ,
I G = X Ci,( JL— 15------ 5------i ° S V - - - - - - - - -3 ---- l0^
T  2(l-xk)(^-xk)3 2(l-£)(£-xk)3
( 3 . 5 . 6 )
4(£-xk)
Diagram H.
r 8* = y  Ck (  Js- ( -xJ3+2£)+ £x (3§+8)-6^2) logx,.H jj 3 k k
k 2 (l-x k)(§-xt )
£ 2 ,
S ( -(l+2£)x +3£x (l+£) -3£ ) !og£ +  } . ( 3 . 5 . 7 )3 k k . /t .2
2(£-l)(£-xk) 4(£-xfc)
W e check the contribution of each diagram by taking two special cases, the Feynman
and the unitary gauges.
The amplitude, as expected, is finite, there is a cancellation of divergences between 
diagram  A and diagram D. When all diagrams are added we notice a cancellation of
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terms in logxk, log^, fraction in (l-xk) and (£-xk).
The final result does not depend on ^ .
The flavour changing coupling T is equal to
r = Z c k ( %  ( 3 . 5 . 8 )T 1J 2
This agrees with our results in the Feynman and unitary gauges, confirming the general 
gauge invariance of the amplitude.
The next to leading term, although we have calculated the analytical contributions, is 
more complicated.
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Chanter 4
Study of the process dj->djH where d{ is heavy.
In this chapter we consider the weak decay of a hadron which contains a heavy 
quark. The latter decays into a light quark. Since the energy released by the heavy quark 
is much bigger that the one which binds the quarks with each other, it is possible to 
suppose that the heavy quark decays as if it is independent of its surrounding quarks. In 
other words the spectator approximation becomes more valid than in the case of the light 
quark seen in chapter 2.
The study of the processes involving the decay of quarks of each generation 
within the standard model with 3 generations has given small rates.
The B-decay which has been intensively studied these recent years could not be suitable 
for the detection of the Higgs particle.
Our calculation shows that the FCNC processes are enhanced if heavy quarks are 
involved and particularly the internal ones. We will investigate the T-decay which 
contains the top quark which could be at least 10 times the mass of the bottom quark.
It is tempting to investigate the situation where the fourth family is introduced. The latter 
could provide us with massive quarks, either external or internal, which seems to be the 
optimum case for rare decays if one, of course, makes some speculations on the K-M
matrix in 4 generations.
The idea of introducing a fourth family has no compelling arguments. However 
there are some speculation that the introduction of an additional family could lead to an 
explanation of the observed large mixing in Bd- Bd family, see Hamzaoui et al [62]. The 
large mixing observed by ARGUS Calloboration and confirmed later by CLEO
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Calloboration is explained in the framework of the standard model with three generations 
if the top quark mass is bigger than 100 Gev or if certain elements of the K- M matrix are 
in the neighbourood of their upper lim it If it turns out that it is not the case, the 
resolution of this dilemma could be provided by assuming the existence of a fourth 
generation. However its inclusion leads to an enhancement of the CP violating parameter 
in the K°-K° mixing. Without entering in details we assume the existence of the fourth 
family and we will investigate the consequences. For more details about the effect of the 
fourth generation on the B°-B° mixing, see PJ. Franzini [63] and on the CP violation, 
see E. A. Paschos and U. Turke [64].
Contrary to H decay, the Z decay has received a great deal o f attention . Three reasons 
could be recorded for that:
1) Less unkown paramaters are involved: the Higgs mass which is still unknown is 
replaced by the Z mass which has more or less a stringent value.
2) Rich literature dealing with special cases,
i) neglecting both the internal and external quarks, see Gaillaid et al. [3]
ii) neglecting just the external quark masses compared to the mass o f the W
boson, see M a-Pram udita [19]
iii) neglecting just the outgoing external quark mass and considering the others,
see Clements et al.[15], Ganapathi et al. [16].
These special cases could be used as a test for the exact calculations, see for the exact 
calculations Hou- Stuart [8,9,12-14] and Busch [11].
3) Possibility of using the Ward identities for the Z decay, see Hou-Stuart [9], for the 
neutral decay induced by an emission of a photon, see Deshpande [53].
The main target for the study of the FCNC Z decay is the search for the top quark. The 
first investigation of FCNC Z decay was made by Gaillard and Lee in 1974 [3]. Duncan
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[17] consider the value 10'5 of the branching ratio as the benchmark for detecting the 
FCNC Z decay at LEP which corresponds to a sample of 100 events per year. 
Unfortunately, within the standard model, it seems that this decay is not the mechanism 
which could produce the top quark, see Axelrod [22]. That is why more calculation have 
been undertaken introducing a fourth generation and/  or another Higgs doublet, see [8] 
and [11]. Others have been done using others models see Duncan [18] and Gronau [20]. 
For a review of all these calculations and its implication as far as the discovery of the top 
quark is concerned see Duncan [17].
In the contrary the investigations of the FCNC decays induced by H boson are less 
advanced. Indeed all efforts have been focused from 1976 until the beginning of this 
year on K and B decays within the minimal standard model. The only exception is the 
calculation of Hall and Wise [32] using 2 Higgs standard model in the case of the B 
decay.
These two decays, i.e. the K and B decays, provide a probe for the search of a light 
Higgs which explains why all investigations have been constrained only on these two 
processes. However according to the actual experimental data it is likely that the lower 
limit for the Higgs mass is 5 Gev. Hence the decay of more massive quarks yet to be 
observed could be a good candidate for the search of the Higgs above this limit.
In this chapter we will study the decay of a heavy quark to a Higgs boson and another 
light quark. The Higgs boson will decay in its turn to the final state with the maximum 
fermion masses allowed by kinematics.
There is no literature about the process dj-^djH for heavy dj expect the work of Eilam et 
al.[37] and more recently Krawcyzk [38]. Eilam et al do not give any explicit details of 
their calculation and focus on the ratio of the b' to bH decay compared to the electronic 
decay mode, Krawcyzk concentrates his efforts on the deviation of the coupling in the
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exact calculation from the one obtained if adopting the low-energy approximation. We 
will present in this chapter both views, i.e. investigate the effect of introducing a heavy 
quark compared to a light quark and second the consequences on the value of the 
branching ratio of dj-xijH  over the semileptonic mode.
In this case the approximation made in the chapters 2 and 3 viz. requiring that
m i <K m k +  m W  » ^  m k and m H «  2mw particularly the first condition is not valid.
Therefore we should take into account all masses involved in the process.
We follow the same pattern described in chapter 2 but considering not negligible 
the mass of the incoming quark and the Higgs boson compared to the mass of the W 
boson. ( To simplify the calculation we set the mass of the outgoing quark equal to zero 
straight from the beginning ). The only difference is that when using Feynman 
parametrisation and the Dirac equation we will not drop the mass of the incoming quark 
and the momentum of the Higgs particle.
Using the Feynman gauge the individual contributions are given by below ( where the 
summation over the internal flavour is understood).
We recall that the amplitude of the transition is given by
Where T is the coupling of the Higgs boson to two quarks with different flavours i andj 
at one-loop order.
M = IL (p+q)TRui(p) ( 4 . 1 )
2
2 mw f
f A = C  { —+ q - log 4ic + log —  + J dx log(R0). ( 4 . 2 )
( 4 . 3 )
1 l-x
( 4 . 4 )
6 6
2 2 1 1 x
r D = C!j f ( 7  • ’l + 1°84 J t-Y  log- 3  . 2 1 d x |d y  log{R^
 ^ 0 0
1 1-x
H  x(x+y-l)xf xyxH+2xxd y  r  >• ( 4 - 5 )0 o 1
JC 1 1-x
r x
r „  = 4 —  J* dx J* dyE = * j a x j a y  ( 4 > 6 )
1 1-x
r F = - Cij xHJ dx J d y ^ .  ( 4 . 7 )
0 0 1
1 1-x
r G = Cu | dXJ dy^ ~ -  <4 - 8 )
0 0 ^
1 1-x
2 k f f (x-2)((x+y)x -yx„-x)
r H = - T - CJ dxJ d y f  2iC + logR2)- ( 4 - 9 )
* 0 0 2
Where
R0 = xAx2 - (x.-xk+l)x+l, ( 4 . 1 0 )
Rj = x.x2+ (x.-xH)xy - ( x. - xk +1) x + (xk -1 )y +1, ( 4 . 1 1 )
R2 = xix2+ (x .-x H)xy-(xi + xk - l )x- (xk -l)y + xk. ( 4 . 1 2 )
Notice that if we set mi and mH equal to zero we obtain the same contributions seen in 
chapter 2.
Because the calculation is quite tedious, we will give the analytic contribution o f each 
diagram seperately.
6 7
Spence functions will appear in all diagrams expect diagram A. The contribution of 
diagram B is nil beause of the hypothesis of neglecting the mass of the outgoing quark. 
The method of the integration proceeds as follow:
First performing the first integration over y using the REDUCE programme, we will 
obtain an expression which depends on x; after extracting the part responsible for the 
appearance of the Spence functions see ( appendix F ), the remainder is integrated using 
REDUCE.
After performing the first integration four logarithms will appear and the sign of 
their arguments will matter giving different results, although one is analytic continuation 
of the second (see appendix F ).
These arguments are:
P1(x) = xH x2 -xHx + 1, ( 4 . 1 3 )
P2(x) = xHx2- x Hx + xk. ( 4 . 1 4 )
P3(x) = x.x2- ( x . - x k+ l ) x  + l, ( 4 .  15)
P4 (x) = x.x2 -(x.  + xk - l  )x + xk. ( 4 . 1 6 )
The signs of the discriminants gives the physical thresholds.
A real contribution comes if we choose this sign ( of the discriminants) negative. In this 
case the sign of the argument will be the same as the sign of the coefficient of x^ which 
is always positive in all arguments. However there are cases where the coupling is real 
although the descriminant is positive, it corresponds to the case where the roots are 
outside the domain of integartion [ 0 -1 ].
6 8
For example for the first argument we have
Ai = V 4xff ( 4 . 1 7 )
which is negative for xH < 4 , which in terms of masses means for mH < 2mw .
For the second we have
A 2 =  x H " 4 x k x H’ ( 4 .  18)
which is negative for mH < 2mk.
The last threshold is abtained from the third or the fourth arguments ( in fact they have 
the same discriminant)
A 3 ,4  =  ( x i " xk +  1 ) 2 " 4 x i =  x i2 ' 2 x i ( xk+1) +  <xk '  ^ 2 ' ( 4  • I 9 )
If we fix Xj, we have
Aa = 4 x v . ( 4 . 2 0 )
3,4 k
W hich is always positive and hence the sign of A ^  depends on the relative position of 
and the roots of it, which are
xu  = (x k + l )  + 2f t .  ( 4 . 2 1 )
In term s o f masses we have the physical threshold ( we will not discuss the other 
"unphysical" o n e ) condition
m. < m w + mk. (4 .22)
Our calculation is performed in the kinematic region where the below physical threshold 
conditions (i.e. mH< 2mw, mH< 2mk and nij < mw+ mk ) are satisfied and the amplitude
is real.
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i d  The analytical c a lc u la te ,
Diagram A.
r  , 2 , „ , " V  Xi+Xk_1 di d,A = ij f - ( “ -Tl + Iog4jc -lo g — ) + - L J i_ io g x ^ - i - a t a n ------ !—
n i xi Y xi +1
' 2 J- ( 4 . 2 3 )
Diagram B.
r B = 0 - ( 4 . 2 4 )
D iagram C.
k 1 W 1
r c  = 2C..  -------- - {- 2 [ (—-— ) log X. + —  atan
c  ij (x, - XH ) 2x. k xH (2xk-xH)
d3 .... «s
D iagram E.
—  atan   ] + (1 + 2a) Sr  }. (4  .25)
xi d+Y xi
ir 4 1 (1-x-x.) d, d.
r p = C k - - (— ){ logx - — atan(  £ _ )  + aSp ). ( 4 . 2 6 )
E « ( V * H > V  2xi k Xi V Xi + 1 E
In this diagram and also in diagram H we use the GIM mechanism to suppress any terms 
not depending on the mass of the internal quark. However, after performing both 
integrations, the arctangant and the Spence functions appear. Hence it is not possible to 
extract from them the part independent of the mass of the internal quark. That is why the 
term
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( l /xk) appears in the expression for the coupling.
Diagram. F.
In the case of the decay of a heavy quark, diagram F is no more negligible. 
Indeed the mass of the Higgs boson could be important. So the contribution of diagram 
F has to be included in the final coupling.
D iag ram s D and  H»
The contribution of these two diagrams is too cumbersome to be presented.
The dj's are defined by
—  atan 
x.
+ (1 + a ) Sp }.
D iag ram  G.
( 4 . 2 7 )
+ ( l  + a ) S G}. ( 4 . 2 8 )
di = f V
Ai are defined in eqs (4.17-19 ). 
Similarly, we have
( 4 . 2 9 )
with
(4 .32a)
and
( 4 . 3 2 b )
Where
a  = v1 ( 4 . 3 3 )
H
The S's could be expressed in terms of the Spence functions in addition to some terms in 
logarithms, see appendix (F).
It is obvious from the expressions for the couplings that there is no practical 
advantage to consider them further and that one should resort immediately to a numerical 
calculation. In fact if we had expressed the S functions in terms of Spence functions we 
would have had an algebraic explosion. That is why in almost all studies about the 
neutral rare decays there is no tendency to give the explicit analytic expressions for the 
coupling. To have an idea about the form of the expressions in the case the FCNC Z 
decay see Busch [11] and Clements et al.[15].
A problem encountered when using the numerical calculation is implementing the GIM 
mechanism. Such a mechanism is applied after performing the integration; terms which 
do not depend on the mass of an internal quark are suppressed. However to use the 
numerical calculation we have to give to all particles in the process numerical masses
.4t2.J he-nyrngricai calculation
7 2
including the mass of the internal quarks, in such a way that we do include in our results 
for each internal quark separately terms which are in fact absent due to GIM. These 
terms are independent of the mass of the internal quarks, however they depend on the 
masses of the external particles.
We have seen that diagrams E and H, due to the fact the coefficient of proportionality is 
-^'ijlc/xk instead of q f ,  contain some terms which are in fact suppressed due to GIM. 
The flavour changing coupling could be written as
r = X XijFk(xlc’ xi’ xH) ( 4 - 3 4 )
k
where
c k
^ r i ; = - ^ r 2 &  ( 4 - 3 5 )
The function Fk(xk, xi? xH) contains a part which does not depend on the mass of the 
internal quark. We can evaluate this part for xk=0, eq (4.34) becomes 
r = S < j [ Fk(xk- xi-xH)-Fk(°’ xi-xH)l ( 4 . 3 6 )
k
We have seen in chapter 2 that in the low-energy approximation the coupling is given by 
r  = Y  Xk( 4 xt) ( 4 . 3 7 )low-eneigy Lmd U 2 *
k
Thus the deviation from this approximation is
I Fk K ’ xi’ xH ^'Fk^Q,xi’ XH |^ ( 4 . 3 8 )
I x 
2 *
Where k is now the heaviest internal quark.
We will use this expression when dealing with rare decays in the framework of the 
standard model with 3 generations. Indeed the value xk=0 physically means that we have 
neglected the masses of the other internal quarks compared to the heaviest one.
For 4 generations it is preferable to use a slightly different formula for the
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coupling to take into account the mass splitting between the two heaviest internal quarks. 
Let us take the decay of the b -quark as an example. If considering the K-M matrix in 3 
generations, we have Vub« Vcb « Vtb. If we assume the same scenario in 4 generations, 
we have Vub.« Vcb. « Vtb, and Vub,« Vub, Vcb,«Vcb in other words we assume a 
decoupling o f heavy and light quarks. However there is no information about the 
remaining K-M elements namely Vtb. , Vt,b , VtV and V^.
If ignoring CP violation we have, see Hou [12]:
I v . - I V, V, . = ° '  ( 4 . 3 9 )ib ib 
i I
SO
V V + V v '  + V  V +V V =0. ( 4 . 4 0 )
lb tb' t'b t'b' ib  ub' cb cb'
due to the unitarity of V. Neglecting Vub and Vcb compared to Vtb and Vub. and Vcb. 
compared to V^. we have
V V = - V  V . ( 4 . 4 1 )
tb tb' t'b t'b’
Hence in FCNC b’ decay since we can ignore the contribution ot the u- and c- quarks 
due to the suppression of the corresponding K-M matrix elements and also to the 
smallness of their masses, the form factors depend on the contribution of the t- and t1- 
quarks. The corresponding mixing angles differing only by a sign can be factored out. 
Let us assume more generally that these two quarks are k and k , the coupling is equal 
to:
r =X^j Fk(xk,x .,x H) + x ‘'Fk.(V x,XH) ( 4 - 4 2 )
As before, splitting the two couplings to terms dependent and independent on xk and xk
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we have
F  =  X i j  ^FkK ’ x i ’ XH ^ '  Fk^ 0, x i> V  1 +  X i j ( Fk'(Xk’ xi’ V  ‘ Fk’^ 0’ x i ’ xh^  ( 4*4 3  )
The term canceled by GIM is the same for both couplings because it does not depend on 
the mass of the internal quark.
Since (eq 4.41)
X* + X-j = 0’ ( 4 . 4 4 )
eq (4.43) becomes
T= X.j [ Fk(xk, x., xH) - Fk,(xk„ x., xR) ] (4  .45)
The deviation from the low-energy approximation becomes
: _ | Fk( V * r V - Ft ' ( y * i - xH>| ( 4  46)
( | ) ( v v )
where we have also considered the two heavy quarks in the expression for the flavour
changing couplings.
After extracting the divergences from diagrams A and D, it is possible now to
engage into the numerical calculation. Also the terms containing the Euler number and
the arbitrary mass scale are suppressed see eqs (4.2) and (4.5). Our programme
performs the sum of the remaining parts of the individual contributions given by
f  -  l \  <■ 2(1-2x) / n , x(x+y-l)x.-xyxH+2xxk
T(xk, x. , xH) = J dx [ log (R0) + J dy { — ------- 2 log(R1) —
o o 1
2 xk R2 R2 xk 2Rj
x iS . ) l  ( 4 -4 7 )H l h
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Using the numerical calculation we have checked the correctness of the analytical 
contribution of each diagram given above.
M oreover setting nij and mH equal to zero in our programme the results are identical to 
the ones obtained in the low energy approximation obtained in chapter 2.
4,3 The semileptonic decay.
Eilam et al. [37] express the branching ratio of the process b '—>Hb to the 
process b '—»cev by:
. r ( b ' - » H b ) _ 2z £  ■»$ < , 2  vb, v „  , mt. 4
2 ’ 2 
mw mb-
This formula is none other than an approximate expression obtained by dividing the 
decay width of b' to H boson and b- quark in the low energy approximation by another 
approximate form of the decay of b' to the charm quark and an electron - neutrino pair, 
in which all masses are neglected compared to the mass of the W. However if this 
form ula is valid for the K and B decays i.e. in decays involving light quarks from the 
first and the second generations, it is no more legitimate for processes involving heavy 
quarks from the third or fourth generations which could have the same mass if not 
exceed that of the W boson.
Hence, and similarly to the decay b'->Hb where we have calculated the exact expression 
in the limit where we neglect the mass of the b-quark, it is necessary to find the exact 
expression for F  ( b'—>ce9 ) where we include the contribution of the W propagator.
The nearly-diagonal character of the K-M matrix makes the most favoured channel for a 
heavy quark decay either to the same generation , and if it is kinematically impossible to
the nearest generation.
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The tree level width for r(b'->cev) is given by Gilman et al.[65].
2 5 ( "ty ‘ me) 4
n b ^ c e v ^ - ^ I V ^ J d Q 2 [21Q12 +
19211 o (Q-m2w)2+ m ^ ,
3q2(1 ( 4 . 4 9 )V
where Q is the momentum of the W boson,
(mb,+Q 2'mc)
= -  2m., ' ( 4 - » )D
and
K j f - O j - Q 2- ( 4 . 5 1 )
r w is the total width of the W boson.
The above integral is not easy to perform, as it consists of elliptical functions, see Cortes 
et al. [66]; however it is possible to make a transformation on Q2 to obtain a more 
simplified form on which we can make a numerical treatment.
Indeed we have, see Rosner [67]
T( b'-» cev*) = —^-^- I Vb. I2 f ( — - k ) .  ( 4 . 5 2 )
192ji3 n 4  nv
where the phase space factor is given by
(l - VTf )2 2 2
f ( p  , p ) = 2 f dx 1 ( H 0 ,+ X(1-Hl)'2 y - [ l+p2+x2-2(px+p+x)]l g . ( 4  . 5 3 )
J (l-xp) + ( y m w) 
With
7 7
p = m ^ /m 2w a n d n = m V  (4
The function given by eq (4.55) can be evaluated numerically once the values of masses 
are given.
4*4—The leptonic decay W ->ev.
The partial decay width of the W boson to a lepton-antilepton pair is given by 
G c mu, n
r ( W ^ e v ) = 7 f ^ = C  <4 -55)
Decays to |i  and x leptons are similar.
The partial decay width to quark-antiquarks pairs is obtained similarly but with 
introducing the corresponding K-M matrix elements,
r (W- >q ' q)  = 3IVq.iil2r ^  ( 4 . 5 6 )
The factor 3 comes from summing over three colours for each flavour.
The total hadronic width is equal to
r( W-> hadrons) = ^ 3  |VjV° = 3nQr° . ( 4 . 57)
W here nG is the number of generations. For 3 generations of quarks the total width is 
given by
r ( w -> a i i )  =3r°  + 3x3r“ = n r "  = ( 4 . 5 8 )v ' w w w it
Such procedure is valid just in case where we can neglect the quark masses in
com parison with the mass of the W boson , however the decay mode W—»tb does not 
have the same partial width as the other channels. A full treatment of this decay is needed 
if it is kinematically allowed.
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Barger and Phillips [74] show that
r ( W ^ to) = 3 r ^ J V J 2X1« ( l 1rl a b ) [ l 4 r l 4 v I ( V rb)2]. ( 4 . 5 9 )
with
2 2
m  m  2 2 2
rt= » rb“  ~Y~ a°d ^ ( a,b,c) = a + b +c -2ab-2ac-2bc. (4  .60)
m mw w
Considering rb «1 and setting I Vtbl = 1, we have
r( W-»tb) = 3r^  1- 2-r + V ) ,  (4 .61)
and
r ( W ^ a l l )  = 12r “ ( l - | r , + | - r.3)- ( 4 . 6 2 )
To have an idea about the importance of the decay of a heavy quark to a light 
one plus a H iggs boson, we will compare it to the corresponding leptonic and 
semileptonic processes.
In the case o f the B' decay we will consider as [37] 3 cases depending on the mass of the 
b'-quark vis-a-vis the masses of the t-quark and the W boson.
1) m b.< mw and mb. < mt,
2) mb-< mw and mb. >mt,
3) m b> m w .
In the firs t case the only semileptonic decay which occurs is b —» c (pair 
quark-antiquark), however the decay b'—>t ( pair quark-antiquark ) though K-M 
favoured is kinematically forbidden. In these processes there is an exchange of a virtual
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W boson.
In the second case both these two processes could occur always with a virtual W boson 
In the third case, in addition to the semileptonic decay b'—>t ( pair quark-antiquark ), a 
leptonic decay b'-^cW  followed by the decay of the real W takes place.
In summary we have to compare for example :
1) r(b '-» b H ) to T( b'->cev),
2) T(b'->bH) to T( b'->cev)+ T( b'->teV),
3) r(b'—>bH) to T( b'-Hev)+ r(b'->c+W ->ceV).
The amplitude for the process d ^ d jH  is given by
M=u.  T Ru. (4 .63)j i
The problem consists in finding the value of the flavour changing coupling T.
To obtain the decay rate of this process, we use the standard formula
3 3
i  (4) 2 ^ P i^  Pi
d T  =  ( 2 k )  5  ( P H+Pj-Pi) (2 n i)  (2m .) IMI ' ( 4  . 6 6 )
In the following a confusion could arise between the decay width and the flavour 
changing coupling. T followed bv the process dj —> dj H represents the decay .width and 
not the flavour changing coupling. After using the standard techniques, we obtain
r< d.-» ah  ) = J L  i v‘v i2[ 14 l2 r2- (4 •65}
1 1 512it P 11 1 * % mf
Hence using this formula and the expressions for the semileptonic decays corresponding
to each case we have 
I h e  f ir s t  case.
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r <b ? .« * ) ,  371 2 [ , . f  ("V ,4 Vwvft 2 f
r ( b -> cev) 16)!2 ^  m2 ~V -----2 — r -  ( 4 -6<>)
"V  ‘b vb'c n v
2 ’  2 '  mw n £
where we have just considered the contribution of the t'- quark.
In low-energy approximation we have r  = 3/2, we obtain the eq (4.48) which is given 
by Eilam et al [37].
Second, .case.
 r  ( b'-» bH )________   3/2 r  2 r . 2
T ( b'-> cev ) + T ( b' -4  lev) I6ic2 F^ b' m?. “V  bv lb
r2
IV — ) + IV l2f ( —  — )
b'c U  7 ’ J l  ’ bV 11 2 ’ 2 ]
( 4 . 6 7 )
mw "V m W “ b-
Third case.
The branching ratio is given now by
_____________r ( b ' - > b H ) __________
r(b '-> W c ) B(W —>ev) + T (b’->tev)
where the second term in the denominator has been already calculated. The branching
ratio o f the W boson to ev is equal to 1/12, neglecting the mass of the top quark
compared to the mass of the W. However T(b'->Wc) is equal to [68, pl02]
r / u >  w t \  ^ F ^ b '  1 \r  i V /2m  ^  “ mr ( b ' ^ W c ) = - ^ I V  U  O ’T ’ T '
8tc/2  4  K
x [ ( 1 . 4 ^ 4 ( i + 4 ) - 2!t j -  ( 4 - 68)
<  “ t  "V "V
X is defined in eq (4.62).
W hile the K-M matrix elements are relatively well known in the standard model
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with three generations of fermions, in the four generation model the matrix is poorly 
known. During our approach we try whenever possible to obviate the question of mixing 
angles by considering the contribution of one or two heavy internal quarks where we 
could factor out the corresponding mixing angles when calculating the decay width of a 
heavy quark. Such factor ( K-M matrix elements ) is suppressed when comparing the 
amplitude of the decay to its low-energy limit i.e. the deviation z.
However when estimating the branching ratio in the three cases seen before, we have to 
speculate on the values of Vbv, Vb,t , Vbt. and Vb-C.
The decay width of the process b'-> bH is seen to be proportional to mt.4, where t' is the 
heaviest internal quark. Hence the decay width is bounded only if the mass of t'-quark is 
bounded. However since the standard model is a perturbative theory, the expansion fails 
when the couplings in the theory get stronger. One of these couplings is the Yukawa 
coupling constant which is directly related to the masses of the fermions.
In addition to these constraints peculiar to the theory, there are others imposed by 
experimental data e.g.the radiative corrections to p-parameter restrict, when considering 
a fourth generation, the masses of b'- and t'-quarks to obey, see Marciano [69].
| m - m | < 180 Gev. ( 4 . 6 9 )
1 t* b ' 1
In other words if  we fix mb., m, is restricted to lie in a certain domain of masses. If as 
[37] we choose mb.= 70 Gev, the maximum decay width of b'-> bH is obtained for mt.
= 250 Gev.
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Chapter 5
5,1 ResultSi 
The B deftm  in 3 generations standard model
Low-energv approximation
Taking the coupling F  equal to 3/2 as seen in chapter 2 we deduce that the b
decay width normalised by the semileptonic decay is given by
2
m H 2
T(b->sH) 27/2 n _2 "b  , “ t v4 , VbtVst ,2 , ,
^  m2 ’m2 ^°V  “ b
Taking the phase space factor f for the process b—>cev equal to 0.5 and mb = 4.9 Gev 
with IV^Vj./VjJ = 1, we have
r(b->sHl__= 5  1Q-8[ ! .  % .]2 ^4 (5  . 2 )
T(b->cev) m2
b
where is measured in Gev units.
If we take 11^ = 80 Gev, and also the fact that the branching ratio o f b -»cev  equal to
0.123 [87], we have
2
m 2
Br ( b-»sH ) = 0.25 [ 1 - - 7 -] . ( 5 . 3 )
m
b
The exact calculation.
The results obtained are not significantly affected if we take in account the mass 
o f the b-quark and the mass of the Higgs boson. Indeed if we calculate the deviation 
from the low-energy approximation given by z from the previous chapter for mb=4.9 
Gev, mH=200 Mev and mt=80 Gev, the approximate coupling is accurate up to 0.2% see
figure (2).
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In figure (2) we show the dependence of the deviation z on the mass of the t-quark.
The T decay in 3 generations standard modeL 
Low-energy approximation,
m H 2
[ i — r
r ( t-* H ) 27/2 2.____ ? L _ ( ^b J4, ! *  |2 (5  4 )
T(t->bev) u k 1 ^  m 2 ^  ^  \
f ( - f  A 2 )
mw
W here as in the b decay we have taken the coupling F  equal to 3/2.
For m t= 80 Gev and for small masses of Higgs, we have (taking Vcb~0^ see appendix 
G) a branching ratio equal to 6.6 10'10.
The exact calculation,
Within the standard model with 3 generations it is not possible to give the values 
o f the coupling T  for all masses involved in the process. Our programme computes the 
coupling for masses below the physical thresholds. In other words the case where the 
coupling r  is expected to be complex is not numerically available.
The thresholds for this case are
mt < mb+mw ,
mH< 2mw , ( 5 - 5 )
mH " 2mb '
The first and second conditions are satisfied for a mass of t-quark up to 80 Gev and for 
Higgs mass less than mt, the last condition restricts the mass of the latter to be less than
10 Gev.
Let us study the process t —> cH for small masses of the Higgs with ir^ — 80 Gev and
m _  4 9 <3ev \y e have the phase space function for the process t->bH equal to 3.28 for
b
m H=0. The coupling Tt is equal to 61.11, taking Vcb _ 92 (0, is Cabbibo angle ) we
8 4
have
r(t-*H) 
r  (t->bev)
= 3.7 10'8 . ( 5 . 6 )
For m H-5  Gev corresponds a coupling equal to 60.66 which gives the value 3.6 10‘8 to 
the branching ratio.
Notice that with the exact calculation, the branching ratio is increased by 2 orders of 
magnitude compared to the one obtained using the approximate coupling. However the 
branching ratio remains uninterestingly small.
The T decaiLin 4 generations standard model.
The smallness of the branching ratio is primarily due to the factor _
1 0 5. It is tempting to investigate the situation when an additional family is introduced. 
Indeed the term (m^m^4 is replaced by (mb./mt)4 which could reach if mb>= 500 Gev a 
factor 103. In other words 8 orders of magnitude bigger than in the 3 generations scheme
i.e. the branching ratio will attain the value 1 which is quite interesting. However the 
m ixing angles will also change and it is more likely that what we have gained in the 
factor (mb/n^)4 is lost in the magnitude of the mixing angles, if of course, we adopt the 
naive form of the K- M matrix seen in appendix G.
Let us calculate the ratio of the mixing angles using the ansatz G .6 (appendix G)
Taking this expression into consideration, the branching ratio in 4 generations is 
enhanced over the one in 3 generations by a factor 10. The branching ratio will be in the 
order o f 10'7. Indeed for m = 80 Gev and mb-= 500 Gev we have
( 5 . 7 )
T(t->cH)
r(t->bev)
( 5 . 8 )
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The decay rate h'-4hH
Using the expression (eq 4.68 ) of the previous chapter if considering the 
contribution of t- and t’-quarks having equal and opposite mixing elements (eq 4.43)
r (b '- » bH ) l l m?. 2 m. 9 o
I W 2 ~ 512/2 it5 GFmb‘ mf [ 1 - ^  J ( r f _ ( > rt > • ( 5 -9 >
W here Tt and Tt. are respectively the coupling corresponding to the t- and t'-quarks .
If we assume mb.= 70 Gev, m^= 50 Gev and mt= 60 Gev and let m^ varying we have 
r t = 2.52.
For each value of m^ in domain 70-250 Gev we find the corresponding coupling Tt.. 
The decay rate ( K-M elements factor ou t ) vs. the mass of t'-quark are shown in fig (5). 
Although this graph has no practical importance, we have included it just to have an idea 
about the behaviour of the GIM mechnism when the masses of the t and f- quarks are 
comparable; also to conclude that the curve of the decay width is similar to the one 
obtained in the FCNC Z decay, see fig(5) and Clements et al.[15] and Hou and Stuart 
[8].
St udy  of  the H branching ratio to the sermleDtonic one,
The study of the three cases seen in chapter 4 reduces to the calculation of the 
couplings T  corresponding to t- and t'-quarks in the decay b'->bH and the phase space 
functions f  of the semileptonic processes involved in each case. We remind that the 
couplings and the phase space functions have been calculated numerically.
1st case.
We study the case in which mb-= 70 Gev, mt- = 250 Gev. We take the mass of 
the charm quark = 1.5 Gev and the total decay width of the W boson 1 ^ =  2.25 Gev, see
Gilman et al [65].
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As far as the mass of the b' is several Gev from the mass of the W, we can ignore the 
effect o f the non-vanishing W width see I. Bigi et al. [71]. The phase space factor 
computed is equal to 2.00.
Taking Vb,t, _ 1 , _ 0C2 and Vb<c _ 03 we have ( the Fermi constant has been taken to
be equal to 10'5 Gev 2)
| r  . ( V r l ' n - i ]1 , 3
r(b'-*cev) V [ m } '} L 2 J ( 3 ' 1U)t1 mb'
The graphs corresponding to m = 80 and 150 Gev are shown in figure (6).
2n d  case.
We still take mb.= 70 Gev and m^ = 250 Gev, but let us take now m ^  50 Gev,
hence
f ( ^ , 4 )  = 2.°° , f ( “ 2" , ~ 2~) = 0-025 ( 5 . 1 1  )
<  K  %  ”v
Taking Vb-t/w 0C3, we have
 _____ = 2t01( r , - ( ^ - f r ) 2[ 1 - - y ]2 (5 .12)
T(b '->cev)+r(b'-> tev) 1 V  mj.
The graph corresponding to this case is shown in figure (7).
3 rd case*
Now let us take mb,=100 Gev, 11^=250 Gev and m = 60 Gev.
The branching ratio takes a complicated form compared to the first two cases, because 
more factors are involved. However it is possible to simplify the expression by noticing 
that we can approximate the leptonic mode T(b'->Wc) B(W-+ev) by the semileptonic 
decay  r(b '-> cev ). Indeed if we choose mb.=100 Gev which is is several W widths 
above the threshold (83+1.5=84.5 Gev), such an approximation is valid, see Gilman et
al [65].
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Thus the branching reduced to the one of the second case. One has just to modify the
values of the phase space functions f:
f ( 2 ’ , r f ) = 57-15 • f ( 4 ’ 4 > = 0 -10 ( 5 . 1 3 )
mw "V %  mbi
which gives
SLr(b'-*bH) -2 2 2 rnu 7
r(b'->cev) + T(b'->leV) = x ( r r - ( n \^  r t)  t 1 ' — 1 • ( 5 . 1 4 )
mb'
The branching ratio vs. the mass of the Higgs boson is plotted in figure (8).
5,2 Discussion.
In chapter 2 we have verified, using the Feynman gauge, the expression for the 
coupling of the Higgs boson to two quarks with different flavour. At the tree level this 
coupling vanishes due to the fact that the Yukawa coupling is directly proportional to the 
mass matrix and once the latter is diagonal the former is diagonal too.
W e have exposed the different steps leading to this result. We have also shown that the 
definition of y5 matrix in the dimensional scheme does not present any problem as far as 
our investigation is concerned see Komer [36]. We have also exposed the conflicting 
results, one due to Ellis et. al.[31], the other due to Ruskov [33]. We have showed why 
the Ellis' result is too suppressed due to the neglect of the trace anomaly which is 
responsible for this coupling to the leading order of the masses of the external quark 
[34]. This result also explains why the total coupling is simple although the seperate 
diagrams give complicated logarithmic terms. The Ruskov result appears to be wrong, 
but details of his calculation have still not appeared.
The next thing we have done is to calculate the next to leading order proportional to the 
mass squared of the Higgs particle. Indeed the result of Grzadkowski-Krawczyk [26]
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seems to be inconsistent because, to this order, they only include the calculation of 
diagram F, which is proportional to the mass squared of the Higgs, which is negligible 
in the case of the decay of light quark. Hence if we do consider this diagram, we will be 
forced to find from each diagram the part which has the same order magnitude as 
diagram F. To this end we let q be the momentum of the Higgs particle appearing in our 
calculation and at the end we make a Taylor expansion in (q/mw)2 which turns out to be 
legitimate in the kinematic region under study. The conditions on the Higgs mass for the 
validity of the expansion are
mH« 2mw , mH« 2mt . ( 5 . 1 5 )
However, if we include the term proportional of (q/mw)2, it is necessary to include terms 
quadratic in the mass of the incoming quark due to the fact that the mass of the Higgs 
particle is expected (due to the kinematic of the process) to be smaller than the mass of 
the incoming external quark.
We proceed similarly to make an expansion in ( mi/mw)2, which is valid provided that
m. «m, + mu/. (5  . 16)i t w
In chapter 3 we engage in the calculation of the coupling in a general gauge. 
This problem has been discussed by Botella and Lim in 1986 [27] who promised to 
publish the results; however nothing has been released since then. In the case of the 
flavour changing neutral current induced by the Z boson, the general case has already 
been done, see Voloshin [72]. We started by checking the coupling in the unitary gauge 
(both the leading and next to leading terms). Although the number o f diagrams 
decreased because of the disappearance of the unphysical Goldstone boson in this gauge, 
the calculations got complicated. In this respect we have more form factors due to an 
additional term in the W propagator. Divergences will appear in each of the remaining 
diagrams, some of them are cancelled due to GIM, the remaining ones cancel when all
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diagrams are added. For on-shell external particles the coupling turns out to be the same 
( both the leading and next to leading terms ) in the Feynman and the unitary gauge as 
expected.
The most complicated calculation is encountered when calculating the coupling 
in a general gauge. In this gauge the unphysical Goldstone bosons contribute. Due to the 
tediousness of the calculation we restrict ourselves just to the leading order and we verify 
that the latter is gauge invariant.
In chapter 4 we consider the situation where heavy quarks are involved, both 
internal and external, e.g the decay of the T decay in the framework of the standard 
model with 3 generations. The consequences of introducing a fourth generation is treated 
although there is no firm arguments for its existence.We have presented some of the 
analytic expressions for the case when the masses of the particles involved are below the 
physical thresholds where the amplitude of the process is expected to be real.
Krawczyk [38] finds also the analytic expression for the coupling in the general case i.e. 
below and above the physical thresholds. However the expression is given in terms of 
the two and three-points funtions of Veltman-Passarino [82]. In our case we express 
these functions too. The contribution of each diagram to the coupling turns out to be 
expressed in terms of the Spence function. To have an estimation of the decay width 
r(d .-»djH ) we set up a programme which calculates the finite part of the coupling. The 
divergences and terms proportional to the Euler constant and the mass scale p  cancel 
when adding diagrams A and D. We mention that there are other divergences cancelled 
by the GIM mechanism.
W e start with the K decay which is expected to be suppressed due to the smallness of the 
mixing angles. To have an idea about this process, let us compare it to the B decay: the 
loop effect in the B decay involves the element V ^ b ’ however its counterpart in the K 
decay is V ^V * . The ratio of these mixing angles is
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( 5 . 1 7 )
Thus the B decay is more promising than the K decay. It is expected to be enhanced 105
Recall that the value mt=80 Gev is the mass of the t-quark for which there is no 
theoretical lower limit of the Higgs particle ( in the standard model with 3 generations ). 
Indeed recent experimental results indicate that the top quark might be heavy; more than 
60 Gev from the U A 1 limit, see Cline [45] and more than 100 Gev inferred from the 
large B°-B° mixing measured by ARGUS Collaboration. These facts make the search 
for the light Higgs justified. For a very light Higgs we expect a branching ratio near 
25% ( 8% for 11^=60 Gev, see Cahn [73]). In the standard model with three generations 
o f quarks and leptons, the Higgs has to be light enough to appear in the B decay. The 
kinematics of the process forces the Higgs mass to be less than 4.9 Gev. However there 
are some experimental data which may exclude the possibility of finding the Higgs in 
this region but even then with a small window 100-200 Mev which remains a probe for 
further investigation, see Gunion [47], Dawson et al. [49] and Spiro [50].
The value of the branching ratio previously published has been calculated using the 
low-energy approximation, which consists of neglecting the mass of the external quarks 
and the Higgs boson compared to the mass of the W boson; this is valid in the case of 
the B-decay. However if one nonetheless includes the mass of the b-quark and Higgs 
boson, there is no big deviation from the previous result. The approximate coupling is 
accurate up to 0.2%. In addition the inclusion of QCD corrections do not change too 
much the results, see Hall - Wise [32].
Let us turn now to another process, t -> cH, which has been treated, but only using the
times.
The branching ratio of the B decay for m =80 Gev is equal to
2
Br (b sH ) = 0.25 [ 1 - —  f ( 5 . 1 8 )
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low-energy approximation, by Willey and Yu [24], They find in the standard model with 
three generations an uninteresting small branching ratio ( less than 10'8 ). More recently 
Krawczyk claims that it is less than 10*10.
However although the deviation z from the low energy approximation could attain 10 for 
m t= 80 Gev and mH= 50 Gev see figure(5) of [38] , it seems that it cannot 
counterbalance the small value of the mixing angles. Indeed adopting the low-energy 
approximation we obtain for m = 80 Gev and a very light Higgs ( mH » 0 Gev ) 
(although the approximation is not valid for such a mass for the t-quark)
r(t-*H ) ,
f ^ ) = 6 I ° • <5 - 19>
Where the mixing angles factor is
~ ec “ 10 3- ■ ( 5 . 2 0 )
tb
However performing the exact calculation, the branching ratio is replaced by
r f t-x H I  8 ( 5 .2 1 )
r(t-sbev)
A lthough the branching ratio has been enhanced by a factor 102, it rem ains
uninterestingly small. Moreover we have 
r ( t-* H )  r (t->cH) =z2 (5  21a)
r (w bev) “ * n t - »  bev) “
where z is the deviation of the exact calculation from the low-energy approximation 
defined in chapter 4.
W e deduce that the deviation is approximative^ equal to 10 which is the value obtained 
by [38] for 11^=80 Gev and 0 Gev, see fig (5) of [38].
W e could search for more pronouced branching ratio by including a fourth generation.
Indeed the smallness of the branching ratio is due primarily to the factor (m ^m ,)4 _
10'5. So it is tempting to consider a fourth generation because the mb will be replaced by
m . which could have a substantial mass. However if we adopt the form given in eq 
b
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(G.6) of the K-M matrix in 4 generations, it is likely that the factor which we have 
gained in (ir^/ir^)4 is lost in the magnitude of the mixing angles. Indeed we have
Br (4  gen) , vtb'Vcb' ,2 , “ b- 4
Br (3  gen) ~ ( ) ' ( 5 . 2 2 )
and we adopt the naive form of the K-M matrix [ see appendix G], we have
V tb, V cb' ,2 i n -7
V ~ T “  ~ “ 1° ( 5 < 2 3 )cb tb
So taking mb, = 500 Gev, we have (mb-/ mb)4 = 108 and
*07x 10* = 10 ( 5 . 2 4 )
B r (3 gen)
In other words the branching ratio is enhanced just by a factor 10, we expect it in the 
order 10'7. Nevertheless the exact calculation for 80 Gev and mb. = 500 Gev gives
( 5 . 2 5 )
T (t-*ev)
This branching ratio gets smaller for an increasing Higgs mass, see figure (3).
Even with assuming the internal quark mass to be big, this mass could not compensate 
the effect of the mixing angles if, of course, we assume this naive form of the K-M 
matrix in four generations. The problem in the T decay is that the semileptonic decay is 
K-M  favoured. The same pattern is exhibited in the case of the FCNC Z decay, see 
Busch [11].
Br(Z->HT)~ 10'U , B r ( Z - > b s ) „ 1 0 ' 8. ( 5 . 2 6 )
W e do not need to restrict ourselves to the naive form of the K-M matrix given by (G.6). 
Indeed Vtb-= seems to be too small. For example the mass splitting between the t and 
b'- quarks could be small and hence a sizeable Vtb. is expected.
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Let us find the constaints on the K-M matrix elements to have a dominating FCNC T 
decay.
For a light Higgs below 5 Gev the condition is ( for mt=80 Gev and mb-= 500 G e v )
( 5 . 2 7 )
and for a Higgs up to 50 Gev, the condition becomes
( 5 . 2 8 )
The question which arises is whether the values of the phenomenological K- M matrix 
elements seen in (G.7) do not exclude such conditions to be satisfied.
If  for example, eq (5.28) is satisfied, the T decay could be interesting as far as the 
detection o f the Higgs of mass less than 50 Gev is concerned. In figure (4) we show the 
allowed region for a dominant FCNC T decay. To satisfy such condition we require that 
the diagonal element Vtb to be small and the off-diagonal ones V *  and Vcb- to be big 
which seems to be unlikely.
The remaining decay is the B' decay. In figures 6, 7 and 8 we show the 
numerical results respectively for the cases 1,2  and 3 of the decay width o f the b' quark 
to the H  boson divided by the semileptonic decay width denoted by Br as functions o f 
the mass of the Higgs boson mH. The results are given in tabular form below.
1s t ease ,
m^=nO Gev, 250 Gev 
T ab lel (m = 100G ev)
0
10 20 30 40 50 60
Table 2 (11^ = 150 G ev)
mH 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Br 2.5 2.4 2.1 1.7 1.1 0.6 0.1
2s\<L
m b,=70 Gev, mt<=250 Gev 
Table3. (11^=50 G e v )
mH 0 10 30 40 50 60
Br 4.6 4.4 3.1 2.1 1.1 0.6
3rd . case.
mb-=100 Gev, mt.=250 Gev, 11^=60 Gev 
Table 4.
mH 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Br 0.106 0.104 0.098 0.088 0.075 0.060 0.044
Notice that for a Higgs mass above 10 Gev, there is an exact comformity between the 
values of the branching ratio obtained here and the ones obtained in Eilam et. al [37]. 
For example in the first case with 11^ = 100 Gev, the branching ratio corresponding to 
m H=0 and 10 Gev is equal respectively to 4.3 and 4.1, however its value in [37] is 4.0 
and 3.9. For mu=50 Gev the branching ratio is equal to 1.0 as obtained in [37].
The same remark could be made for mt=150 Gev.
For mt=50 Gev the branching ratio for mH= 0 and 10 Gev is respectively 4.6 and 4.4 ; 
in [37] 4.7 and 4.5. However for mH= 20Gev and above there is an exact concordance
9 5
between the two results. For example for m^= 30, 40, 50 Gev, the branching ratio is 
respectively 3.1,  2.1 and 1.1 .
Since there are some experimental data which may exclude the Higgs boson mass below 
5 Gev, we will not consider this region any further. For m^= 10 Gev our result for the 
branching ratio agree with [37] within 2%.
In [37] although there is no details of the calculation undertaken, it is obvious that they 
have included in their calculation at least the contributions of two quarks t and t' having 
equal and opposite mixing angles.
Indeed in the first case corresponding to mb-< mt , mb.< mw it is clear from their figures 
that the curve which gives the branching ratio gets more flat and small once the mass of 
t-quark gets closer to the mass of t'-quark fixed to 250 Gev. This feature is due to the 
GIM  mechanism which becomes more pronounced whenever the mass splitting gets 
small.
From the first case we see that the FCNC decay is dominant over the corresponding CC 
decay for mH < 40 Gev if = 150 Gev and this limit goes to 50 Gev if mt = 80 Gev. 
The idea of the dominating FCNC over a CC decay has been discussed for the first time 
by Barger et al. [74] and later by Hou and Stuart [8] both in the case of the Z boson.
The same behaviour ( i.e. dominating F CN C ) even more pronounced is noticed in the 
second case mt< mb-< mw for mH< 50 Gev.
However for the last case corresponding to mt< mw< mb. this behaviour disappears 
once the leptonic mode b'-» Wc becomes important. For illustration the Higgs-boson 
mode is only about 10 % of the electronic mode for mH < 15 Gev. The percentage gets 
smaller with increasing Higgs mass e.g. 6% for mH = 50 Gev, see table (4).
For the third case there is a difference between our results and [37], for example for 
m = 0 Gev the branching ratio is equal to 0.106 whereas in [37] 0.112. But in this 
case the difference persists for all Higgs masses at 6% level.
The main reason for the difference of our results from Eilam's et al for masses of the
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Higgs below 10 Gev, both in the first and second case, is that our calculation is 
performed neglecting the mass of the outgoing quark (b-quark), however their result, as 
claimed, is obtained considering this mass. For masses of the Higgs above 10 Gev the 
mass of the b-quark is overshadowed by the mass of the Higgs which explains why the 
two results are identical. For small masses of the Higgs the effect o f the b-quark 
appears.
However for the third case due to the fact that the branching ratio is small, the effect of 
the b-quark is more pronounced than in the previous two cases. In addition to that the 
fact of approximating the leptonic decay r(b '-*cW ) B(W->ev) by the semileptonic 
decay r(b'—>cev) could have its effect on the branching ratio. The difference is anyhow 
small.
The direct computation supports the observation that for mb.< mt, a FCNC decay could 
be dominant, however it could be due to the simple form of the K-M matrix adopted. If 
we adopt a K-M matrix where the condition Vb.t.Vbt.= - Vb.tVbt is satisfied. The decay 
b '-»b+H  dominates b'—>c+W ( where W is v irtua l) for a Higgs mass up to 60 Gev 
provided that
V k, ,
I— —— I<10 f o r m . < m .  ( 5 . 2 9 )
V V b ttb tb
which is the condition of the first case. For a Higgs mass equal to 50 Gev, the upper 
lim it is replaced by 0.2 , however for mH=10 Gev the limit is 0.4. Notice that the 
elements of the naive K-M matrix adopted before satisfies this condition for a Higgs 
mass less than 50 Gev. Indeed for this matrix the left-hand side of eq(5.29) is equal to 
0.2. We can deduce similar constraints on the mixing angles for the second case and 
especialy the third one, however the situation gets complicated because in these two 
cases there is a competition of two electronic modes: ( b'-^cev ) and ( b'-4  tev ).
For the second case, assuming eq (4.41), the FCNC decay dominates the sum of the 
two semileptonic decays for mb.=70 Gev, mt=50 Gev, m,.=250 Gev and mH=10 Gev
9 7
provided that
b't t'b
Figure 9a gives the band of allowed IVtbl and IVb.</V b.t.Vbt.l. 
For mH=50 Gev, these conditions become
0.2 < Vtb< 1 and I I  <0.5 ( 5 . 3 0 )
( 5 . 3 1 )
The allowed region is shown on figure 9b.
Notice that the naive form of the K-M matrix adopted previously satisfies these 
constraints.
Similarly we can deduce the same conditions for the third case:
For mb.= 100 Gev , 11^=60 Gev , 111^=250 Gev and mH=10 Gev, these conditions are 
0.6 < Vtb < 1 and I I  <0.05 ( 5 . 3 2 )
b't' bt'
For mH=50 Gev, we have
V*.
0 . 8 < V(b< 1 and I *  i<0.03 ( 5 . 3 3 )
M>V bt*
Graphically these conditions are represented by figures 10a and 10b.
In the contrary to the first two cases, the naive K-M matrix of (G6) does not satify the 
second constraint on the ratio of Vcb-to v wv„,.
Let us now turn to the possible signatures for the Higgs. The Higgs can decay to 
fermion - antifermion pair of mass mf, to WW and ZZ final states depending on its 
mass. For mH < 2mw, the Higgs will decay dominantly to the heaviest fermion channel 
which is energetically allowed. If we assume also that mH < 2mt ( of course if the top is 
not too heavy), and above a mass of 10 Gev, the Higgs decays to a bb p a ir .
The branching ratio f (  H—> b b ) is equal to [75]
So with the Higgs of mass equal to 60 Gev, we obtain a decay width in the order of 
2 10'3 Gev.
4rc/2
2
m H
( 5 . 3 4 )
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5.3 Conclusion.
We have verified in the first part of this work the gauge invariance of the 
flavour changing transition of the decay of a light quark. We have also verified that the 
next to leading term which is proportional to the mass of the Higgs boson squared is the 
same both in the unitary gauge and the Feynman gauge.
The other part of the thesis is reserved for the study of the decay of a heavy quark and 
the possibility of detecting the Higgs particle using such processes. We have the 
following deduction:
The B decay which could provide the detection of the Higgs below 5 Gev is ruled out by 
experimental data.
If there are just three generations of quarks and leptons and one Higgs doublet the T 
decay is not suitable for the search of the Higgs. The same conclusion is obtained if 
introducing a fourth family unless severe constraints are satisfied by the Kobayashi- 
Maskawa matrix elements.
If the b'-quark is not too heavy ( compared to the t- quark ), it can be a probe for 
detection of the Higgs particle with mass up to 60 Gev.
9 9
Figure captions
Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to the flavour changing transition induced by a Higgs 
boson. The blobs and the squares indicate respectively unrenormalised and renormalised 
quantities, dj and dj are external quarks with flavour i and j, uk is the internal quark 
with flavour k, H is the Higgs boson and W and O are respectively the charged physical 
and charged unphysical bosons. The cross +  indicates the counterterms.
Figure 2: The deviation z for the process b —> sH vs. the mass o f the t-quark with 
m H= 0.2 Gev.
Figure 3: T(t->cH) /  T(t->bev ) for m = 80,100 Gev as function o f mH with mb.=500 
Gev.
Figure 4: Band of IVtb.Vcb./ Vbt I to have a dominating FCNC T decay for mt= 80 
Gev and mb.=500 Gev vs. the mass of the Higgs.
Figure 5: The decay width for b'-> bH in Mev, divided by the generation mixing 
parameter, as function of the mass of the t'-quark with m = 80 Gev and mH = 50 Gev.
Figure 6: T( b'->bH) /  r(b '-> cev  ) for m ^  80, 100 and 150 Gev as function of mH 
with mb.=70 Gev and mt.= 250 Gev.
Figure 7: r(b’-»bH) / ( r(b'->cev ) + r(b'-nev ) )  for m = 50 Gev, mb,= 70 Gev and 
m ,=  250 Gev and for m = 70 Gev, mb.= 80 Gev and ny= 250 Gev as function of mH.
F ig u re  8 : r ( b '—»bH) /  ( r ( b '—>cW) B(W -»ev ) + r ( b '—>tev ) )  for m t= 60 Gev as 
function of mH with mb,= 100 Gev and m ^  250 Gev.
F ig u re  9
(a): Band of IVtbl and IVcb,/ Vb.t.Vbt. I to have a dominating FCNC decay
r ( b '—»bH) compared to ( r(b '-» cev  ) + r(b '-» tev  ) )  for mt= 50 Gev, mb.= 70 Gev, 
mt,= 250 Gev and mH= 10 Gev.
(b): same as (a) but mH= 50 Gev.
F ig u re  10
(a): Band of IVtbl and IVcb-/ Vb,t,Vbt. I to have a dominating FCNC decay
r ( b '—»bH) compared to ( r(b '-> cW ) B(W ->ev ) + r (b '-H e v  ) )  for m = 60 Gev , 
mb.= 100 Gev, 11^ .= 250 Gev and mH= 10 Gev.
(b): same as (a) but mH= 50 Gev.
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Appendix A-
Fevnman rules.
The relevant vertices and propagators are given in figure (1). Where i and j are 
the external quarks, k is the internal quark. The quarks are labelled by their flavours.
W , 0 + >‘ and H denote respectively the charged boson, charged unphysical scalar 
bosons and the neutral Higgs boson.
The Feynman rules for vertices and propagators are ( in the general gauge, where E, is 
the gauge fixing parameter ) given, see Bailin and Love [76].
In our calulation we use the following convention:
V is the Kobayashi - Maskawa matrix, mi} mj and mk are respectively the mass of the 
incoming, outgoing and the internal quarks.
M(U) and M(D) are the mass matrices of the up-type and down type quarks respectively. 
L , R are the left and right hand projection of the helicity.
i-,+ y , x
L,R = ( — y - 2 - ) .
1 0 0
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Appendix ft
Dimensional regularisation.
In general, in the loop calculation, the Green's functions develop ultra-violet 
divergences. The technique which enables us to handle these divergences is called 
regularisation. We will enumerate the well known procedures with a brief explanation 
and we choose the method suitable to our case.
1) Cut-off regularisation:
Since in our case the source of the divergence is the contribution of the high- 
momentum region, it is possible to regularise the theory by introducing a cut -off on the 
momenta. However such a method breaks the translation invariance and hence a shift in 
the momenta will change the value of the integral. Also it breaks in general the gauge 
invariance which makes it not suitable for our purpose.
2) Pauli-Villars regularisation:
The divergent propagator 1 /  (k2 -m2) will be replaced by
_ J _______ !— = — --------. ( B . i )
k2-m2 k ^ M 2 (k2 - M2) {k2- m2)
The new propagator reduces to the original one if  we set M—»<». The idea behind it is to 
increase the power of the internal momenta in the denominator and hence make the 
integral less divergent. This power increases with introducing more regulators until 
obtaining a convergent integral.
However such regularisation, although respects translation and Lorentz invariance, does 
not maintain in general the gauge invariance.
3) Lattice regularisation:
In this method the space-time is discretised accordingly the short distance 
contribution to the space-time and hence the high-momentum behaviour is eliminated. 
However it breaks the translation symmetry and Lorentz invariance.
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4) Dimensional regularisation:
We keep the space-time dimension n lower than 4 and replace divergent 4- 
dimensional integral by convergent n-dimensional one. After making the integration we 
obtain an analytical expression as a function o f n. At the end we set up n—>4.
The most interesting feature of this regularisation is that the divergence are extracted as 
poles in (n-4).
This method respects all symmetries (which make it more suitable for our calculation ). 
For example the translation property is respected, so we are free to perform shifts in 
integration variable and some results are obtained by making a repeated use of such 
property.
When replacing the 4-dimensional integral by the the n-dimensional one, some care has 
to be given to the Dirac algebra in n dimension.
First o f all the space time index \i now runs from 0 to n-1, the components 
of k ^  are
kt‘= (k °  ,k n l) (B . 2 )
and the contracted metric tensor is
g“ = g  r = n  <B - 3 )
H  V
The Dirac algebra in n-dimensions remains unchanged in others words the anti­
commutation relation still valid
{ y ^  y v} = 2gHV. ( B . 4 )
However, when making the contraction of indices we must take into account the
equation (B.3), i.e.
7^  = nl ( B . 5 )
( B - 6 )
However the immediate obstacle in the dimensional regularisation is the choice of T5 in n
1 0 2
dimensions . In 4 dimension y5 is defined by
= iy° y1 y2 Y3. ( B . 7 )
It is possible to define y5 in even dimension n by
y5 = i y ° ...................y11' 1. (B . 8 )
However if we define it in the same way when n is odd , y5 turns out to be a multiple of 
the identity, see Muta [77, p 118].
We require the existence of a quantity called y5 which verifies 
^  = 1 , { V y  = 0 ,(H  = 0 , l , ..................n-l). (B . 9 )
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APPENDIX C
Fevnman parametrisation.
Throughout our calculation we encounter terms of the following form
1/ABC  where A, B  are the denominators o f the quark, W boson etc. It is
useful to change this form to an equivalent one, suitable for performing more easily the 
integration over the internal loop-momentum. This transformation is called Feynman 
parametrisation which is widely employed in loop integration.
The general form is, see Muta [77 p 123].
<c"
V rin.,. *
i=l i=l
Where
a  ( i = l , .............. ,n) ( C . 2 )i
are arbitrary complex numbers, and
( C ' 3 )
i=l
■ i > r  <C - 4 »X
i=l
However we will need just the Feynmann parametrisation of 1/AB and 1/ABC [78]:
_ L = f d x   ^ r,  ( C . 5 )
AB J iYA-mY+Ri0 [(A-B)x+BJ
and
1 l-x
< C 6 )
1 0 4
Appendix D, 
Mathematical m ethods.
In the calculation of one loop integral we follow the steps below:
1) Feynman parametrisation.
2) shifting the internal momentum over which we perform the integration.
3) the reduction o f the integral to a standard formula, which we evaluate by the 
dimensional regularisation.
The cited formula is
I ( m , r ) = f - % - | ^ l r ( D . l )
j (2k) ( k - R T
which is equal to [79]
„  x i , 1vr-m,„2,™w2r(r+iv2)r(m-r-iV2)
I(m >r )  = - - - - ( R )  — r /nmr/Z\ - - - - ' ( D . 2 )(16jc2)n/4 r(n/2)r(m)
In our case we have m=3 in all diagrams except diagram A where m=2, and n=4-e. So
the only parameter which varies with diagrams is r. It turns out for certain values o f r  the
argument (m-r-n/2) of the Gamma function in I(m,r) is negative; this gives rise to 
divergences. These infinities show up as poles in e.
Some properties of T function.
rXx+i)=xr(x)  ( D - 3 )
r(n) = (n-l)!, ( D . 4 )
where n is in integer.
We have also
Bmr(e) = - - n +   ( ° - 5 >
£ —) 0 £
For e-^0 we have the following development:
1 0 5
a ' E/2=1 l°g(A) + ° (  e 2)- ( D . 6 )
In addition to I(m,r) the following integrals are encountered in our calculation.
r j f k _  3 kv = i _______________________________________________- ( D 7 )
J <2k?  rv2. A *  n g,lv J (7n)n nA » ( )(2ji) o c - r )  W o c - i n 1
and
(f t kM» k
(2Jt)" (k2-R 2)
if r  is an odd integer.
f Kil..... kpr
p V  "2 , m =Q ( D . 8 )
J (2k ) (V2.  p V 1
Moreover we have 
2
f A _  k ^ v  = 1  f d \ _  . J c4., ( D . 9 )
J(2jc)" (k2-R 2)m " J(2jc)" (k2-R 2)m
Using the above formulae we have the following expressions:
M  fJ J T - T i T T =lim^ T ( f  n + loS 4* - |og \ )  ( D. 1 0 )
J (2it) (k2- R2)2 16it e V1
£->0 e->0
e ^ j X ) "  (k2-R2)3 Ifirc2 2R2 ( D ' n )
2 ^
Km f - ^ r  — r S r  = 1411 “ M I ' 11' i  + log4,1 ( D .  12)
J (2tc) (k - R ) 16JI2 £ 2 H2
£—>0
4 2 2 
Bm f  n , k ,  v  = l im - ^ r ( r - q  + l + t o g 4* - l o g \ ) .  ( D . 1 3 )
J (2jc) (k - R ) 06^ ) £ 6 ^
£->0 £->0
where we have introduced the parameter |i  to make the argument o f the logarithm 
dimensionless, however the physical result is, of course, independent of Ji.
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Appendix E
The shift-
In order to obtain the same form as the expressions in the previous paragraph 
we m ake a shift in the internal momentum k. However such procedure has to be 
legitimated. Indeed in some types of integrands a shift could create a supplementary 
contribution. As far as our calculation is concerned there is no problem because the 
integrand is in the worst case quadratically divergent, hence its derivative vanishes on the 
surfaces at infinity [80].
The shift is
k—> k = k - 1. ( E . 1 )
The following development is needed to eliminate terms in odd powers of k~ in the 
integral.
JC (J<+&Yk. -»ktfkr+ ldcT+ k"(T+ a}* + H df+ 1r(r+ +kk-T
)X+y{X+JX)X ( E • 2 )
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Appendix F.
The Spence function.
All one-loop, integrals could be expressed in terms of elementary functions 
which could be integrated analytically over x except for special one called Spence 
function which in its turn it is a special case of the generalised polylogarithms of Nielson
[81]. Such functions appear just for massive theories at one loop calculation ( for
quark are considered to be not negligible with respect to the mass of the W boson ). 
However for massless theories ( for example in the process s->dH where we neglect 
both the mass o f the external quarks and the Higgs particle in respect to the mass of the 
W  boson) such a function will reduce to elementary functions or numerical constants.
In this appendix we will present some properties of the Spence function.
The generalised polylogarithms of Nielson are defined by [81]
example in the case b '—>Hb process where the mass o f the Higgs particle and the b'
( F . l )
o
For n = p = 1 we have
( F . 2 )
o
Sp stands for Spence function, x is a complex variable in general.
Some properties of the Spence function.
Sp (0) = 0, (F.  3)
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Sp( l ) = - ^ - ,  ( F.  4 )
Sp (x) + Sp (1 -x) = logx log (1-x) ( F . 5 )
The following integral could be expresses in terms o f the Spence function [81,82]:
1 fog(x-xn) x. -1 x. l-xfr JOg(x-xj x. -l - *- n
I = dx — T - -  = S p ( - J - )  - Sp{— U  + log(— ^-) log(l-x)
J 0 A1 Ao 1 A0 1 0
-lo g (-~ -)lo g (-x  ). ( F .  6 )
X j -X q
After performing the first integration of the equations ( 4.2-4.9 ) see chapter 4, the more 
general form obtained is the following:
Q(x) = ax3+bx2+cx+d ]og p(x) ( F . 7 )
(x+a)
The P(x) 's are defined in eqs (4.13-4.16) in chapter (4 ). Q(x) could be taken as:
Q(x) = ( P x + y + — -  — + ) logP(x). ( F .  8 )
(x+a) (X+a)
where p, y , 8 and X could be expressed in terms of a,b,c,d and a . 
The last term proportional to X gives the Spence function.
During our calculation, we need the following formulae:
1
I = [ dx log(ax + bx + c) = -—{ (2a+b)log(a+b+c)-blog(c) 
i J 2a
0
+2d atan (— — ) -4a } for d>0. ( F . 9 )
2c+b
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1
f 2 1 2  2
1 = dx xlog(ax + bx + c) =-------{(2a +2ac - b ) log(a+b+c)
2  A 2o 4a
+ (b2-2ac)log(c) -2bd atan ( —— ) -2a2+2ab } for d>0. ( F . 10)
2c+b
0t f j  bg(ax +bx+c) r (2aa+ba-b-2c ) , . , . (-ba+2c ) . . .L= dx - s i  — ■= [ log(a+b+c) + -v- )og(c)
J (x+a)2 2(a+l) 2a
+ (-2aa+b) log(l-4 -) + d atan - i  , for d>0. ( F . 11 )
a  2c+b (aa -ba+c)
where
d = 4ac-b2. ( F . 12)
For d < 0 we have another expressions for the I's which are the analytical continuation
of previous ones which could be obtained by making the following transformation:
atanz = i  log ( F .  13)
2i 1-iz
1 1 0
Appsndia G 
The Kobavashi M askawa M atrix.
In the standard model left handed quarks come in doublets and right handed in 
singlets. These doublets are arranged in families as
. u - r c ~
. <r. . s'.
M
i
b’jj
( G . l )
where the weak eigenstates, d ' , s ' , b' are mixture o f the mass eigenstates, d, s, b. 
The transformation matrix which relates the two basis is called the Kobayashi- Maskawa 
(K-M) matrix.
The u , c , t are assumed ( by convention ) unmixed.
‘ d '- r ud Vus V
\_
s' - < a Vcs Vcb
1
Zb
v ,d v ,s V I
d
s
b
( G . 2 )
Each o f the elements of this matrix represents the coupling of a charge 2/3 quark to a 
charge -1/3 quark. There is no mixing angles between quarks having the same charge. 
The K-M matrix can be expressed in terms of three angles and one phase. The latter is 
responsible of the CP violation.
There are various representations of the K- M matrix, the one used in our calculation is 
due to Wolfenstein.
The Wolfenstein's parametrisation f831:
The matrix elements are expanded in terms of small parameter X = sin 0c , where 0 is the 
Cabbibo angle. Using the unitarity of the matrix, we obtain
X
2,4 A 3 ? ( l + i r i J ? )  ( G . 3 )
h - \ l
V : -X 1 - i / f - i l l A *
A>S( 1 - p - i t ] )  - A X 1
1 1 1
The coefficients A, p and T] are of order one or smaller:
0.218 < X < 0.222, 0.80< A< 1.2, 0 < J p 2 + T\2 < 1.0. ( G . 4 )
In our calculation we adopt the following pattern ( 0C is the Cabbibo angle taken to be 
equal to 0.2) where we ignore the CP phase. For more details see Barger and Phillips
[86 p 62 ]:
IV I *
1 9 8
c c
e i
c
02 1
c
( G . 5 )
For the four generation scheme, an extrapolation o f this 3 x 3  mixing matrix is often 
assumed see Barger and Phillips [74] and Bager [84].
IV
b
0
0
1
e;
b’
1
( G . 6)
However there is a K- M matrix where the elements are obtained from a phenomological 
point of view, i.e. they are calculated basically from measurements of weak decays of 
light and heavy quarks and from neutrino production of charm quarks. For more details 
see Kleinknecht [85,86]
In four generation this matrix is see Kleinknecht [85,86]
1 1 2
d s b b '
u 0.9730-0.9758 0.218-0.224 0.0-0.008 0.0-0.07
c 0.180-0.229 0.84-0.98 0.039-0.050 0.0-0.50 (G.7)
t 0.0-0.13 0.0-0.47 0.0-0.999 0.0-0.999
r 0.0-0.14 0.0-0.49 0.0-0.999 0 .0- 1.0
1 1 3
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